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Diversity in Mediation?
By Hon. Ariel Belen (Ret.)

Mediation, as a form of dispute resolution, relies heavily
on the mediator’s ability to recognize, comprehend
and address the emotions and social cues of the
parties involved. Without this understanding, there lies
the potential for irrationality, miscommunication and
perhaps intractability.
Imagine a mediation involving a party whose native
language is not English, and whose cultural reference
is derived from a place other than the U.S. Imagine now
the American mediator’s difficultly with recognizing,
comprehending and addressing the needs and emotions
of that foreign party, thus creating heightened potential
for intractability. This pitfall is largely due to a lack of
diversity in the field of mediation.
A recent report by Forbes Insights found that “Diversity
is a key driver of innovation and is a critical component
in being successful on a global scale.” ADR practitioners
in the U.S. generally draw from the Judiciary and law
practicing ranks, which by current status is significantly
underrepresented by minorities. As we follow this trend
to the mediation table, we find that this lack of minority
representation creates fundamental communication
challenges among diverse disputing parties.
Further still, consider an international mediation table
where multiple cultures are represented and local
laws and regulations preside. Here, a cross-cultural
understanding and awareness becomes a paramount
skill for conducting business overseas. “[E]xpanding
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overseas has its own special challenges. Laws and
regulations vary from region to region, and there
are language and cultural barriers that can create
unanticipated problems or challenges. Which is why
organizations have found that the best way to ensure
their continued success on a global scale is by having a
diverse and inclusive workforce.”
Notwithstanding the lack of diversity in mediation
practice, there is a lack of demand for minority mediators.
That is not to say there isn’t a need for, but less demand
based on the neutral (mediator) selection process. This
inequity in supply and demand is due to a selection
process where the parties (attorneys) demonstrate an
inclination to select an individual with whom they are
professionally familiar, inadvertently creating a closednetwork of non-minority practitioners. This phenomenon
might be described as “supply side and demand side
obstacles.”
As our mediation tables and global markets become
increasing more diverse, we are wise to recognize and
understand not only the need for more diversity, but the
inherent benefits of diversifying the field.
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Increasing Diversity
Among Arbitrators
A Guideline to What the New Arbitrator and
ADR Community Should Be Doing to Achieve This Goal
By Sasha A. Carbone and Jeffrey T. Zaino
Introduction
This article is primarily for women and minority arbitrators who are looking to establish their careers. The path
to success is not always clear, and there are different
approaches to consider. However, there are fundamental
guidelines that we think every new arbitrator, whether
diverse or not, should consider. To be successful, new
arbitrators must take the initiative, seize control of their
careers early on and continue at that pace. This article
seeks to provide a basic reference on the subject of establishing a career in arbitration, keeping in mind that the
challenges to becoming successful as a neutral can be
even more acute for women and minorities.
Becoming a neutral can be rewarding and fulfilling,
providing an opportunity to perform a crucial function
necessary for this country’s dispute resolution system.
From incorporating alternative dispute resolution clauses in national and state legislation to court-mandated
alternative dispute resolution (ADR) programs, ADR is
increasingly a mainstay of our justice system. It is critical,
therefore, that ADR neutrals reflect the diverse cultural
makeup of its market. Diversity, as we see it, includes
cultural, racial, geographic, language and gender differences.
Reprinted with permission from: New York State Bar Journal,
January 2012, Vol. 84, No. 1, published by the New York State
Bar Association, One Elk Street, Albany, New York 12207

Why is diversity important to ADR? Gwynne A. Wilcox, Esq., of Levy Ratner, P.C., in New York City, notes
the following:
I believe that increasing the diversity among arbitrators is extremely important to the process. While the
diversity of the workforce has drastically changed over
the years, it is evident that the arbitrator pool has not
evolved to the same extent. The majority of arbitrators
do not reflect the workers who appear before them and
cannot identify with their realities as workers. Diversity among arbitrators will provide more credibility to
the process in the eyes of the grievants. Also, a more
diverse panel of arbitrators will provide a wider range
of perspective and experiences that are often lacking
among arbitrators who have had life experiences that
differ greatly from those of the grievants.

A Look at the Numbers, a Greater Need for Diversity
There is no question that the ADR community is lacking
in diversity. This can be attributed to a number of factors,
including a lack or perceived lack of access for diverse
candidates, failure by arbitral organizations to reach out
to diverse candidates, and an arbitrator selection process
that relies upon users to select neutrals to serve on their
cases. And while corporations have been increasingly
NYSBA Journal | January 2012 | 33

vigilant in their employee diversity initiatives and require
that their outside law firms employ and utilize diverse
lawyers, they have not addressed the diversity issue in
any coherent way when it comes to selecting neutrals to
hear their disputes in arbitration. Arbitral associations
continue to improve the diversity of the pool of arbitrators, but it is incumbent upon corporations to be mindful
of diversity relative to the ADR process.
At the American Arbitration Association (AAA), creating and maintaining the diversity of our neutrals roster
is part of our mission. While the AAA has made great
strides, it recognizes that more work is needed. At the
AAA, our overall Roster of Neutrals is approximately
23% diverse for gender and race. For the AAA’s major

Yet, there is much a new arbitrator can do in this interim or transitionary period to increase visibility and gain
training and practical experience. We list four examples
below. While none of these elements assures success,
taken together they provide best practices for positioning a neutral to leverage opportunities, which usually
expand as the neutral becomes more active.

1. Mentoring
Mentoring should start when a professional is considering the ADR practice, and it should never end. Successful
mentoring relationships can provide invaluable aid to
building and managing an ADR practice. Mentorship is a
tradition in many areas of alternative dispute resolution

To be successful, new arbitrators must take the initiative,
seize control of their careers early on and continue at that pace.
divisions, the diversity varies depending upon the caseload: labor (27%), employment (42%), commercial (17%),
construction (10%), and insurance (20%).
Despite the ongoing efforts to assist new arbitrators,
certain fields have particular challenges. For example,
breaking into the labor arbitration field is difficult because
in order to be considered on most labor panels, you must
be a truly neutral decision maker (i.e., a full-time decision
maker or one in a profession considered neutral), which
is not the case for other arbitration disciplines such as
commercial, construction, international, or insurance. To
be on the AAA’s labor panel, an arbitrator cannot be an
advocate for either unions or employers, or be employed
by a government agency, company or union involved
in labor-management disputes. Since the only source
of income for many new labor arbitrators is their labor
arbitration practice, this can pose significant financial
and professional risks. Consequently, these arbitrators
depend more on networking and visibility than arbitrators in other disciplines. In short, the need to network and
develop a caseload, always critical for arbitrators, is even
more important for nascent labor arbitrators.

Getting on a Panel Is Just the Beginning
Appointment to an arbitral panel or selection to become
a neutral for an arbitral sponsoring organization is a significant achievement for a young arbitrator. The fact of
selection means that the neutral has attained a high level
of industry expertise or knowledge and has reached the
point where that expertise can translate into the young
arbitrator’s selection as a panelist on arbitration cases.
However, the new arbitrators may be unpleasantly surprised that acceptance as a member of an arbitral association’s panel does not mean he or she will be selected for
cases right away.
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– for example, the Code of Professional Responsibility for
Arbitrators of Labor-Management Disputes provides that
one of the obligations an experienced arbitrator has to
the profession is to cooperate in training new arbitrators.
When working with a mentor, it is useful to establish
from the start goals and guidelines for how the relationship will work. Is the purpose of the mentorship to gain
contacts, shadow the mentor in arbitration hearings,
obtain advice or a combination of these goals? A new
arbitrator should consider how often the mentor can reasonably be expected to be available and whether that fits
the mentee’s needs. These should be set early and communicated to the mentor to ensure that both parties start
off on the right note.
Another consideration is the length of the mentorship
period. Ideally, the mentoring relationship should have
a timeline to help both parties manage expectations and
goals.
There is no rule that arbitrators can only have one
mentor. Using multiple mentors can provide increased
exposure for the new arbitrator. For example, a mentor
could be a highly experienced and work regularly but
have a caseload limited to a few large ADR users or
industry sectors (i.e., only private or public). Such exposure is valuable to the new arbitrator, but it could be limited. By researching the caseloads of mentors and using
multiple mentors, the new arbitrator has a better chance
of gaining exposure to different industries. Also, by using
only one mentor the new arbitrator could run the risk of
being negatively identified with one arbitrator or sector
of an industry.
Shadowing experienced neutrals gives an inexperienced neutral the opportunity to observe peers’ style
and conduct. While the new arbitrator is not permitted
to weigh in on any issues in the arbitration, shadowing

provides the additional benefit of allowing the new arbitrator the opportunity to consider how he or she would
handle the issues if presiding over the case. Of course, the
arbitrator hearing the case would need to obtain permission from the parties and the administrator.
Writing mock decisions is also a good way to hone
skills. New arbitrators can write decisions of the case
being observed for review by the arbitrator hearing the
case. There are also many case scenarios available either
through sponsoring organizations or, generally, on the
Internet. New arbitrators can utilize these case scenarios
to draft mock decisions, and have them reviewed by
more seasoned arbitrators.

2. Pro Bono or Reduced Fee Work
Getting the first arbitration case can be difficult for the
new practioner, but there are opportunities to serve on a
pro bono basis or on reduced fee cases that may provide
future opportunities.

Court-Sponsored ADR Programs
There are numerous court-sponsored ADR programs
nationwide. Many of these programs require neutrals to
serve pro bono on a minimum number of cases per year.
Some programs allow a neutral who has completed his
or her probono requirement to accept payment from the
parties, provided they agree to the terms in writing in
advance.
Bar Associations
The American Bar Association Section of Dispute Resolution urges arbitrators to devote at least 50 hours of pro
bono ADR services annually. It has established a Pro
Bono Committee to assist neutrals with locating opportunities. For example, many state and city bar associations
have pro bono fee-dispute programs, which offer excellent experience.
Private ADR Providers
If an arbitrator is a member of a roster of neutrals for
a private ADR provider, he or she should inquire as to
whether there are opportunities to serve on a pro bono
basis for hardship cases or on reduced fee cases, such as
for expedited caseloads. While pro bono opportunities
may be limited, expedited caseloads are gaining popularity for small-dollar disputes. These cases are often on a
documents-only basis and provide a new neutral with an
opportunity to handle a case on a smaller scale.
In addition to opportunities in arbitration, the new
practioner should not foreclose other readily available
ADR opportunities. Many local community mediation
programs offer opportunities to mediate with the attractive benefit that they also often provide no-cost or lowcost training in exchange for a commitment to volunteer.
This often enables the candidate to obtain experience in

mediating disputes and to meet others embarking on
similar careers.

3. Exposure – Networking Through Professional
Organizations and Publishing Opportunities
Bar Associations
Almost every bar association in the United States has an
alternative dispute resolution section, a mediation section
and/or an international dispute resolution section. It is
very important for those new to the field to get involved
in these associations. The profession’s leading thinkers
are often members of these committees and involvement
with them presents an unparalleled opportunity to network and learn about developments in the field.
Industry-Specific Organizations
Industry-specific organizations may provide new arbitrators opportunities for growth and development. For
example, some of the 122 regional offices of the Better
Business Bureau (BBB) have pro bono or modest honorarium ADR programs to handle consumer-to-business
complaints and certain business-to-business disputes.
The pro bono arbitrators receive internal training and
observe a set amount of BBB arbitrations before being
assigned a case.
Many state associations of realtors also have established ADR programs that use both mediators and arbitrators. These associations could provide opportunities
for a new arbitrator to receive training and hear actual
cases. Specifically in the area of labor law, most states
have public employment relations boards that are quasijudicial agencies that oversee public sector collective bargaining and adjudicate disputes using labor arbitrators
who work pro bono or for a minimal fee.
Join Committees, Subcommittees
There are numerous opportunities to get involved by
joining committees and subcommittees of bar associations and industry-specific organizations. Because of
ADR’s ever-evolving nature, there is always legislation to
consider, case law to review, and best practices to create
and evaluate. Joining these committees and subcommittees creates a real opportunity to shape the thinking on
these topics, as well as to learn from colleagues.
Run for Office Within the Organization
Running for office within an organization provides
opportunities not only to lead, but to learn and grow as
a neutral. These offices are generally high profile, and
the committees do substantive work and analysis that
impacts the profession. Haydee Rosario, a new labor and
employment arbitrator, notes the following:
Gaining the acceptance of advocates on both sides
of the aisle takes time, discipline and hard work. It
does not happen overnight because each side needs
to trust you before they select you to hear their cases.
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There is a process that needs to take place before you
become acceptable as an arbitrator. Your participation
in organizations such as the New York City Labor
and Employment Relations Association (LERA) is an
essential part of that process. LERA offers you the
opportunity to network with other professionals and
to learn about new developments, issues and practices
in the field. Being part of LERA’s Executive Committee
has given me the opportunity to learn about changes
in the labor and employment arena while working
directly with many of the labor and management representatives in New York and New Jersey. This experience may prove to be invaluable in gaining the trust
and credibility that I need as an arbitrator.

Attend Events: Speaking Events, Educational
Programs, CLE Courses, Luncheons, and
Other Networking Events
Bar associations, sponsoring organizations and law firms
all provide ample opportunities for novice arbitrators
to network at events and educational programs. To the
extent that a neutral has a particular expertise in a noteworthy topic, speaking at an event is another way to gain
exposure in the field. Start by approaching your sponsoring organization or bar association committee with an
idea for a panel and topic, then work with more seasoned
arbitrators to craft the presentation. Many sponsoring
organizations law firms, and bar associations offer online
seminars that have the added benefit of sharing your
thoughts with potentially large audiences.
Publishing Articles
Publishing articles is another way to show the marketplace your subject matter expertise. Many organizations
and journals have an ongoing need for articles, including
those that focus on ADR. The field of ADR is ripe for
articles covering recent case law developments. Whether
it is a split among the Circuits on an ADR issue or best
practices for limiting discovery in arbitration, neutrals
should look for topics that interest them and that may
provide an opportunity to get published. Aside from
ADR specific topics, new arbitrators should also consider
publishing on a topic specific to their area of expertise.
Once published, obtain reprints and circulate.
Ongoing Evaluation and Review
Marketing yourself as a neutral is an ongoing process. New
neutrals often lament that they are not being selected for
cases as often as they think they should, despite their experience. New arbitrators should review their resume quarterly to make sure that it is current. Having your resume
reviewed by other arbitrators or mentors is very important.
Give an honest assessment of your per diem, cancellation fee and study time fees. A new neutral should consider
whether his or her rate is reasonable and competitive.
Neutrals should also consider taking advantage of
opportunities for ongoing review of technique, style and
writing skills through refresher and ADR training courses.
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New arbitrators should not be afraid to take a stand.
Neutrality and respect should be a primary concern; timidity, however, can hurt your reputation. The most successful
arbitrators have strong personalities and make tough decisions without worrying about alienating individual ADR
users or advocates.

4. What ADR Providers and Users Should Do
and What They Are Doing
Sponsoring organizations that administer arbitrations
bear a great degree of responsibility in both the recruitment and maintenance of diverse neutrals. It is not
enough to have diverse neutrals on the roster; sponsoring
organizations must ensure that there are opportunities
for advancement in the field.
There are numerous ways that sponsoring organizations can provide assistance to diverse neutrals starting
out in the field. At the outset, it is important for sponsoring organizations to commit to investing in diverse
neutrals. This means that sponsoring organizations commit to provide resources to diverse neutrals early on in
their careers, and continue that commitment. Many of the
resources are readily available to sponsoring organizations, and are often utilized, albeit in a piecemeal way. In
order to have a substantial impact on the profession, there
needs to be a systematic way to provide these resources
to those trying to establish themselves in the field.

Publish Written Opinions; Allow Easy Access
by ADR Users
When researching unknown or new arbitrators, most
ADR users seek written opinions. This can be challenging. LexisNexis and Westlaw offer some redacted
arbitration opinions, but the majority of these opinions
come from experienced arbitrators. Published opinions
are usually selected from complicated, unusual and/or
extraordinary cases. New arbitrators’ opinions are rarely
selected, which limits exposure.
Some ADR providers publish opinions but mostly
by experienced arbitrators. So if a new arbitrator has
published opinions, there needs to be a vehicle for easy
access. Both ADR providers and users should collectively determine a method for publishing and widely
distributing opinions of new arbitrators, possibly by
developing easily accessible web pages and other electronic tools. ADR users need such a resource to obtain
information about unknown and new arbitrators. Parties want a substantive reason for selecting the new
arbitrator – whether obtained from referrals, resumes or
published opinions.
Opportunities for Arbitrators to Publish and
Showcasing New Arbitrators With Photographs
and Q&A
One way for sponsoring organizations to provide exposure to diverse neutrals is to encourage publication in

their journals or newsletters. This is a low cost, high
impact way to provide advancement opportunities.
Putting a “name to a face” is vital in the arbitration
industry, especially for new arbitrators. Many new arbitrators are now developing web pages with pictures,
testimonials and other useful information. ADR providers should assist with this effort by developing methods
and/or better vehicles for showcasing new arbitrators.
For new arbitrators in the labor field, the AAA implemented a pilot program in 2010 in which five labor arbitrators were spotlighted in an electronic publication that
used a Q&A format and included photographs. Many of
the questions were provided by ADR users, such as:
• What past professional and/or personal experiences
have you had that make you a better arbitrator?
• What is the most difficult decision you had to make
on a case that you presided over?
The AAA Arbitrator Spotlights were sent, via an email
blast, to hundreds of ADR users.

Review of Ranking to Provide Guidance to Arbitrators
Once neutrals become members of a roster, they don’t
know if they are being listed on actual panels presented
to the parties or what their level of acceptability is unless
they are being selected for cases. For some, there is a long
period – sometimes six months to a year – before being
selected for a case. We propose that sponsoring organizations periodically share information with neutrals to let
them know whether they are being listed and the number
of cases for which they have been listed, and how parties
are ranking the neutral if a list/strike process is being
utilized.
Permanent Panels for New Arbitrators
A new arbitrator should seek, where possible, permanent
panel assignments. Many ADR providers and large users
have established permanent panels for their less complicated caseloads, geared towards new arbitrators who
have substantive experience. For example, there could
be specific discipline disputes in the labor-management
context that are assigned permanent panels. Typically,
the per diem is determined by the parties and there are
set requirements for both the arbitrator’s study time and
cancellation fees. Many permanent panels are established
because the volume of disputes. Such permanent panels
work on a rotation basis and have annual reviews of the
panel and fee structure. The parties must mutually agree
on all arbitrators on the permanent panel.
ADR Providers and Users Need to Sponsor More
New Arbitrator Programs and Meet-and-Greet
Events
By sponsoring professional and social networking events,
ADR providers and users can provide greater exposure,
which benefits new arbitrators. In May 2010 and June
2011, the New York City Bar Association and AAA co-

sponsored successful panel programs with 12 new arbitrators. More than 150 ADR users attended each program.
Ruth Moscovitch, a new arbitrator panelist on the
May 2010 program, stated, “There is no question that I
have benefited from the experience and exposure. Many
people came up to me afterward to give me positive feedback, and I continue to hear that people are asking about
me. I also got two new cases from the AAA, so that has
been a tangible result.”

Bring Together ADR Users, Providers, and
Experienced and New Arbitrators to Discuss
Collectively How This Goal Can Be Achieved
There is a need for more communication and dialogue
about developing new arbitrators. This should no
longer be an academic exercise, but an industry-wide
effort. There should be actual initiatives and a clear
understanding that investing in new arbitrators is
mutually beneficial. The main players – ADR users,
providers, experienced arbitrators, and new arbitrators – have to be on board and ready to make changes.
Representatives from each group should meet annually
or semi-annually to discuss goals, specific caseloads for
new arbitrators, resources, and steps towards implementing programs.
Use New Arbitrators, Reaching Out to Women
and Minorities, on Specific Caseloads to Provide
Exposure and Experience
The best way to assist a new arbitrator is by putting him
or her on a case. Plenty of arbitration caseloads involve
straightforward factual and legal issues. These types of
cases should not be decided by experienced arbitrators
with high per diems but by new, less expensive arbitrators. The perceived risk factor for the ADR users is
reduced and these cases provide an opportunity for the
ADR user to create a larger pool of arbitrators. Seeing an
arbitrator in action is the only true way for the ADR user
to achieve an absolute comfort level. ADR providers offer
less-complicated case services and try to utilize new arbitrators. For example, the AAA offers Labor Rapid Resolve
where an arbitrator will hear up to three cases in a single
day for a reduced flat fee. These types of cases, heard
mostly by new arbitrators, usually involve suspension or
discipline issues.

Conclusion
It can take several years for the novice arbitrator to
achieve success in the field. This is true even for the
arbitrator with stellar credentials and an active practice.
While all professions demand that practitioners market
and promote themselves to achieve broader success, arbitration’s commitment to the highest ideals of fairness and
access to justice is reflected in the path to success. They
enhance and advance an arbitrator’s career and are the
foundation for the future of the entire profession.
n
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MAKING PEACE AND MAKING MONEY:
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF THE MARKET FOR MEDIATORS IN
PRIVATE PRACTICE
Urška Velikonja*
I. INTRODUCTION
In 1999, Frank Sander, a pre-eminent ADR scholar, was asked to
evaluate the state of ADR. 1 His answer was that while “we’ve made
amazing progress,” we still “have a way to go.” 2 One of his greatest
concerns was about the long-term professional issues of ADR and
mediation in particular. While there was an ample supply of people
trained in mediation in 1999, there was not enough paying work for
them. 3
Training courses were plentiful, but there were few
mentoring and other job opportunities. Most people interested in
mediation were advised to pursue their interest on a part-time or
volunteer basis at night and over weekends, while keeping their day
jobs. 4
To this day, making mediation a full-time career remains
extremely difficult. Professor Eric Green, a law professor at Boston
University and a successful commercial mediator, noted in a class
lecture that there is “no career path in mediation.” 5 For virtually
all successful private mediators, mediation is a second or third
career; most are in their fifties or older. 6
* Teaching Fellow, Harvard University, Department of Economics. J.D., 2009, Harvard
Law School; LL.M., 2003, Harvard Law School; LL.B., 2002, University of Ljubljana,
Slovenia. I would like to thank my mentor David Hoffman and Robert A. Creo for helpful
advice and invaluable insights.
1 See Frank E.A. Sander, The Future of ADR, 2000 J. DISP. RESOL. 3 (2000). Professor
Sander delivered the lecture at the University of Missouri-Columbia School of Law on April
16, 1999.
2 Id.
3 Id. at 8.
4 Id.
5 Eric D. Green, Lecture at Harvard Law School Mediation Class (Mar. 13, 2008).
6 See, e.g., Stephen B. Goldberg, The Secrets of Successful Mediators, 21 NEGOTIATION J.
365, 366 (2005). The author surveyed successful mediators, most of whom have mediated at
least 100 cases. Eighty percent of mediators in his final sample of thirty were over the age of
fifty and fifty percent were over sixty years old. See also PETER LOVENHEIM, BECOMING A
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More interestingly, of those who decide to become mediators,
eighty percent cannot make a living solely as mediators. 7 Aspiring
mediators are constantly scrambling for work, but often must
return to their old careers. 8 Fifteen percent “[keep] busy, make a
[decent] living, but never quite break through.” 9 The top five
percent, however, are booked months in advance and can gross
upwards of a million dollars per year. 10 This presents efficiency
concerns regarding wasted resources on excess market entry and on
mediation education, and distributional concerns regarding
mediator income inequality. 11
In this article, I explore the market for mediators, in particular
for mediators in private practice. 12 I argue that the private
mediator market is similar to markets for entertainers or
professional athletes, instead of the professional job markets from
where many mediators are drawn; a few mediators at the top of the
pyramid are wealthy, while the vast majority of mediators make
little or no money. I explore possible economic explanations for why
the market for mediators is a “winner-take-all market.”
Since mediation is not a licensed profession, there is little reliable
data on how many Americans work as mediators, in what practice
areas, and how much they earn, and even less empirical research.
The data in this article is drawn from public sources—Bureau of
Labor Statistics, American Bar Association, Association for Conflict
Resolution, and court mediator rosters—and from surveys and
interviews conducted with ten successful mediators and dispute

MEDIATOR: AN INSIDER’S GUIDE TO EXPLORING CAREERS IN MEDIATION 54, 70–71 (2002)
(noting that the median age of volunteer mediators in community mediation centers is fortysix, that seventy percent of divorce and family mediators in private practice are between forty
and fifty-nine years old).
7 See JEFFREY KRIVIS & NAOMI LUCKS, HOW TO MAKE MONEY AS A MEDIATOR (AND CREATE
VALUE FOR EVERYONE): 30 TOP MEDIATORS SHARE SECRETS TO BUILDING A SUCCESSFUL
PRACTICE 9 (2006).
8 Id. at 9–10.
9 Id. at 10.
10 Id. at 10, 137.
11 If we believe that mediation is a skill improved over time or with frequent practice, then
the large number of part-time mediators also raises concerns about the quality of mediation
provided. In one of the few empirical studies ever performed, Roselle Wissler found training
had no impact on settlement, but that experienced mediators were more likely to bring the
case to settlement. Roselle L. Wissler, Court-Connected Mediation in General Civil Cases:
What We Know from Empirical Research, 17 OHIO ST. J. ON DISP. RESOL. 641, 678–79 (2002).
Jessica Pearson & Nancy Thoennes found that parties preferred mediators with experience.
See Jessica Pearson & Nancy Thoennes, Divorce Mediation Research Results, in DIVORCE
MEDIATION: THEORY AND PRACTICE 429, 436 (1988).
12 There is no single market for mediators. See discussion infra Part II.A–B.

Electronic copy available at: http://ssrn.com/abstract=1302891
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resolution scholars in private practice. 13 The interviews were
conducted either by telephone or by e-mail in March and April 2008.
Because of limited data, the article does not provide complete
empirical answers, but rather asks questions to be explored further
in the future.
II. THE MARKET FOR MEDIATION SERVICES AND FOR MEDIATION
PROVIDERS
The market for mediation has significantly grown and matured
over the last thirty years. Data about the market for mediation
services and for mediation providers suggests that supply exceeds
demand. More mediators want to enter the market than there are
mediation jobs. This section presents data on the two different
markets and on the different types of job opportunities for
mediators.
A. Mediation Services
There is not one single market for mediation services in the
United States. Markets differ jurisdictionally—i.e., markets in
states where courts can and frequently order the parties to mediate
and those states where courts do not have that authority differ
markedly—and based on type of mediation—i.e., community
mediation, which evolved outside the courts, and private mediation,
including domestic, small claims, and commercial mediation, which
is often either court-mandated or conducted in the shadow of
litigation. 14
Mediation is a common form of resolving disputes in many
communities. Tribal communities have been using mediation for
centuries, 15 and in China, the People’s Mediation Committees

13 I would like to thank the mediators who responded to my query: Tracy Allen, William
Baten, Robert Benjamin, John Bickerman, Steve Cerveris, Robert A. Creo, Eric Galton, Susan
Hammer, John Lande, and John Van Winkle.
14 Markets could also be divided geographically and into more categories based on type of
mediation offered. In particular, domestic mediators and labor mediators tend to specialize,
and the particulars of those markets differ from the market for commercial mediation. For
example, fees for labor mediation are regulated and a smaller percentage of domestic and
labor mediators are lawyers than is the case for commercial mediators. But, in the
characteristic I analyze in this article, namely mediator income distribution, these markets
are relatively similar. While income disparities might be smaller, they are still present, and
both markets are as difficult to enter as the commercial mediation market. See discussion
infra Part IV.C.2–D.
15 See generally DAVID LEVINSON, AGGRESSION AND CONFLICT: A CROSS-CULTURAL
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resolve over seven million disputes annually. 16 In communities
where mediation is commonly used to settle disputes, senior or
influential members of the community act as intermediaries. 17
Mediation is only one of their functions and they could by no means
be called professional mediators.
The United States, on the other hand, has relied on an
adversarial system of judicial dispute resolution, where each side
presents its case and a jury decides the winner. As the number of
court filings increased in the 1950s through the 1970s, federal and
state courts began developing programs parallel to the court system,
called dispute resolution programs, to deal with the flood of cases. 18
Frank Sander proposed the concept of the multi-door courthouse,
where an aggrieved party could go to court and an attendant at the
door would direct her to one of the many doors, each providing a
different alternative for resolving her problem. 19 In the states that
embraced the multi-door courthouse concept and granted judges
authority to order parties to mediate (or made pre-litigation
mediation mandatory), mediation has grown tremendously,
including domestic mediation, small claims mediation, and high-end
commercial mediation. 20 “Mediation generally has not developed as
quickly or as pervasively in the other states.” 21
Mediation remains a choice that is more often than not the result
of a judicial or legislative mandate than of party choice. According
to a survey by the American Arbitration Association, 63% of
respondents (i.e., companies) and 73% percent of Fortune companies
attributed their use of mediation to court-mandated mediation

ENCYCLOPEDIA 113–14 (1994) (discussing the importance of mediation in small, tight-knit
communities).
16 KIMBERLEE K. KOVACH, MEDIATION: PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE 25–26 (2d ed. 2000)
(explaining how Confucian traditions helped shape the current practice).
17 See LEVINSON, supra note 15, at 114.
18 See Deborah R. Hensler, Our Courts, Ourselves: How the Alternative Dispute Resolution
Movement is Re-Shaping Our Legal System, 108 PENN. ST. L. REV. 165, 174–78 (2003).
19 See Frank E.A. Sander, Professor of Law at Harvard Univ., Varieties of Dispute
Processing, Address Delivered at the National Conference on the Causes of Popular
Dissatisfaction with the Administration of Justice (Apr. 7–9, 1976), in 70 F.R.D. 111, 131
(1976) (describing the concept of the multi-door courthouse).
20 See STEPHEN B. GOLDBERG ET AL., DISPUTE RESOLUTION: NEGOTIATION, MEDIATION, AND
OTHER PROCESSES 603 (5th ed. 2007) (noting that there is a marked difference between states
where courts rules or legislation made mediation mandatory and those where they did not).
21 E-mail from John Van Winkle, Mediator, to author (Oct. 7, 2008, 14:14:11 EST) (on file
with author). John Lande reports that there is greater support in the business community for
the use of mediation in states with strong ADR cultures, such as Florida, than in states with
weak ADR cultures. See John Lande, How Will Lawyering and Mediation Practices
Transform Each Other?, 24 FLA. ST. U. L. REV. 839, 841 n.8 (1997).
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programs. 22 There are important differences between the states
with court-mandated mediation and those without, such as in the
number of mediators in private practice (many more in mandatory
jurisdictions), in the types of cases they mediate (less variety in nonmandatory jurisdictions), and in who the mediators are, but there
are also important similarities that justify analyzing the market for
private mediators as a single one. Making a living as a mediator in
private practice is difficult in both types of jurisdictions, and the
income distribution of mediators in private practice as well as the
reasons for the steep income distributions are similar.
In addition, and detached from the legal system, mediation was a
part of the community empowerment movement in the late 1960s
and 1970s. 23 Community justice centers were established to resolve
neighborhood disputes. 24 These centers grew from the need to
escape the institutionalization of justice and to “get away from
lawyers, judges, courthouses and . . . a justice system” that has
become too burdensome and costly for the average citizen. 25 The
goal of community mediation centers was to train volunteers to
mediate, not to pay them. 26 As a result, volunteer mediation
markets and volunteer mediators are not the subject matter of this
analysis.
Furthermore, as the private mediation market matures,
mediators are increasingly specializing.
Although general
practitioners still exist, many mediators today specialize in divorce,
public policy disputes (e.g., environmental) or commercial
mediation. These markets are distinct and successful mediators in
one market find it increasingly difficult to branch out into another
market, regardless of their skills and reputation in their primary
market. 27
Although the market for mediation services has grown, it is still

22 See AM. ARBITRATION ASS’N, DISPUTE-WISE BUSINESS MANAGEMENT: IMPROVING
ECONOMIC AND NON-ECONOMIC OUTCOMES IN MANAGING BUSINESS CONFLICTS 19 tbl.11, 28
tbl.20 (2006), available at http://www.adr.org/si.asp?id=4124.
23 See Hensler, supra note 18, at 170.
24 See EVAN R. SEAMONE, BRINGING A SMILE TO MEDIATION’S TWO FACES: HOW ASPIRING
MEDIATORS MIGHT JUMP-START CAREERS IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING LAW SCHOOL, § II.B., ¶¶
5–6 (2000), http://www.uiowa.edu/~cyberlaw/elp00/Evan/mediation/.
25 Peter S. Adler, Lawyer and Non-Lawyer Mediation: Speculations on Brewing
Controversy, NIDR Forum, June 1997, at 47.
26 See SEAMONE, supra note 24, at § II.B., ¶ 7.
27 See Christopher Honeyman et al., Skill Is Not Enough: Seeking Connectedness and
Authority in Mediation, 20 NEGOTIATION J. 489, 503–04 (2004).
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relatively small compared to litigation. 28 The usual explanation is a
lack of knowledge (on the part of the public) regarding mediation. 29
Other explanations include the principal-agent problem of lawyers
as gatekeepers to mediation, who avoid mediation because they
want to maintain control over the dispute and because they have a
financial interest in channeling and prolonging it. 30 Finally, it has
been suggested that the mediation market remains small because
using mediation, unless court-mandated, requires consent of both
parties. Without consent, the default option, litigation, will be
used. 31
B. Mediation Providers
Like there is no single market in mediation services, there is also
not a single market for mediation providers. The mediation
profession, as it has evolved in the United States, ranges from
mediators who volunteer in community mediation centers and take
on a couple neighborhood disputes each year, to mediators in
private practice who mediate complex business cases full-time and
can gross over $1 million per year. 32
The profession is unstructured and large because there are “few
formal barriers to entry,” 33 because it is perceived as very
emotionally rewarding, 34 and because of entrant over-optimism that
mediation is a viable career option. Unlike law, psychology,
architecture, medicine, or social work, “mediators in private practice
are not licensed or regulated by states.” 35 Most mediators are
required or choose to complete only a thirty-to-forty-hour training

28 See Maurits Barendrecht & Berend R. de Vries, Fitting the Forum to the Fuss with
Sticky Defaults: Failure in the Market for Dispute Resolution Services?, 7 CARDOZO J.
CONFLICT RESOL. 83, 90 (2005).
29 Id. at 92.
30 See Sander, supra note 1, at 6.
31 See Barendrecht & de Vries, supra note 28, at 85.
32 LOVENHEIM, supra note 6, at 160.
33 While there are very few formal barriers to entry, many practitioners in the field have
noted that there are significant barriers to practice commercial mediation for women, ethnic
and racial minorities, and non-lawyers. See Christopher Honeyman et al., New York
Moveable Feast: Boundaries to Practice, 2 CARDOZO J. CONFLICT RESOL. 147, 147–48, 150–51
(2004).
34 One mediator I interviewed said it was a privilege to be able to help people resolve
disputes.
35 Diane Levin, Mediation Certification and Credentialing: Getting Accurate Information
CHANNEL,
on
Becoming
a
Mediator,
MEDIATION
http://mediationchannel.com/2007/01/21/mediation-certification-and-credentialing-gettingaccurate-information-on-becoming-a-mediator (last visited Sept. 22, 2008).
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course. 36 Mediation is also seen “as ‘fun,’ as opposed to the
drudgery of much of law practice.” 37 As a result, there are a lot
more mediators than there are mediation jobs. 38 One mediator
observed that as the mediation business doubles, the number of
people wanting to be mediators quadruples. 39
Mediators hail from a variety of backgrounds: social work, human
resources, psychology, labor relations, business, accounting, and
Mental health practitioners commonly serve as
religion. 40
mediators in family disputes, human resources specialists
commonly serve as in-house mediators for employment disputes,
and diplomats commonly serve as mediators in international
But, lawyers dominate the mediation market, in
disputes. 41
particular for cases that are litigated or about to be litigated,
including domestic and commercial disputes. 42
Experienced practitioners estimate that more than 100,000 people
have received some sort of mediation training, including training in
community mediation centers, but not counting peer and school
programs, including at the university and college levels. 43 Of those
trained, relatively few actually practice mediation and even fewer
make a living as full-time mediators. Sometimes, mediating parttime is a choice: some attorneys offer dispute resolution services in
addition to their legal services; some therapists mediate in addition
to counseling families and couples.
But, for the most part,
mediators mediate part-time because they cannot support
36 Marty Nemko, Mediator: Executive Summary, U.S. NEWS & WORLD REPORT, Dec. 19,
2007, available at http://www.usnews.com/articles/business/best-careers/2007/12/19/mediatorexecutive-summary.html.
37 Christopher Honeyman et al., Washington, D.C. Moveable Feast: The Odds on
Leviathan—Dispute Resolution and Washington, D.C.’s Culture, 5 CARDOZO J. CONFLICT
RESOL. 159, 165 (2004).
38 Nemko, supra note 36.
39 KRIVIS & LUCKS, supra note 7, at 12 (observation by Robert A. Creo).
40 See LOVENHEIM, supra note 6, at 52 tbl.3.1.
41 Telephone Interview with Prof. John Lande, Univ. of Mo.-Columbia Sch. of Law (Mar.
28, 2008).
42 Mediation practitioners estimate that 90 to 95% of commercial mediators are lawyers.
43 Since only Virginia, Texas, New Hampshire and Florida certify mediators, there is little
available data on the number of mediators that have been trained and the number that
practice. I would like to thank Robert A. Creo for the estimate. E-mail from Robert A. Creo,
Mediator, to author (Apr. 6, 2008, 14:56:10 EST) (on file with author). The United States
Postal Service offers its employees a voluntary alternative dispute resolution program, called
REDRESS, as part of the Postal Service’s Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) complaint
process. United States Postal Service, REDRESS, http://www.usps.com/redress/ (last visited
Sept. 22, 2008). A number of people have received mediation training through the program
and over 1,500 mediators are currently on the REDRESS roster. United States Postal
Service, Mediators, http://www.usps.com/redress/mediators.htm (last visited Sept. 22, 2008).
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themselves solely with mediation. 44
The vast majority of people who enter the mediation market drop
out within two years. 45 Of those who persist, about 8,500 earn
$56,000 or more per year from mediation. 46 Many of those are
employed in salaried positions either with state or local
governments, the courts, or with private organizations, including
labor organizations, insurance carriers, law firms, or private
companies. 47
C. Where Do Mediators Work?
By and large, mediators practice in five types of workplaces:
community mediation centers; government programs; corporate,
association, and specialty programs; court-connected programs; and
private practice, including private dispute resolution companies
(panels). 48 Mediators in community mediation centers usually
provide their services for free.
Mediators working for the
government, corporations and other associations are often salaried,
while most court-connected programs and private mediation
services are offered by mediators in private practice as independent
contractors. As the latter are the focus of this article, the analysis of
their work environment is more detailed than for volunteer and
salaried mediators.
1. Volunteer Mediators
In 2006, twenty-five thousand individuals mediated in six
hundred community mediation centers around the United States,
mostly as volunteers. 49 Most mediators in community mediation
centers provide services to their clients on a part-time basis free of
See Nemko, supra note 36.
E-mail from Eric Galton, Mediator, to author (Mar. 28, 2008, 11:33:55 EST) (on file with
author).
46 Nemko, supra note 36. See also BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, U.S. DEP’T OF LABOR,
OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK, 2008–09 EDITION: JUDGES, MAGISTRATES, AND OTHER
JUDICIAL WORKERS, http://www.bls.gov/oco/ocos272.htm (last visited Nov. 24, 2008)
[hereinafter OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK] (estimating that there are about 8,500
mediators, arbitrators, and conciliators in the United States). These mediators, arbitrators,
and conciliators earn on average $56,380. BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, U.S. DEP’T OF
LABOR, OCCUPATIONAL EMPLOYMENT AND WAGES, MAY 2007, 23-1022 ARBITRATORS,
MEDIATORS, AND CONCILIATORS http://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes231022.htm (last visited
Nov. 24, 2008) [hereinafter OCCUPATIONAL EMPLOYMENT AND WAGES].
47 See OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK, supra note 46.
48 LOVENHEIM, supra note 6, at 51.
49 GOLDBERG ET AL., supra note 20, at 591.
44
45
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charge, though “[a] few centers pay their mediators a small stipend”
($25 per case), and there are very few salaried positions. 50 But,
community mediation centers remain one of the best ways to get
training and to become known to mediation colleagues. 51
2. Salaried Mediators
Federal, state, and local governments employ around two
thousand mediators. 52 Their average annual salaries range from
$56,580 for local governments, $60,080 for state governments, and
$109,490 for the executive branch of the federal government. 53 The
Department of Agriculture, for example, has thirty full-time
The Federal Mediation and
employees involved in ADR. 54
Conciliation Service, a federal agency promoting stable labormanagement relations, employs about 120 full-time mediators. 55
Furthermore, the federal government operates a Shared Neutrals
Program where government employees are trained as mediators and
are reassigned for a short time to a different agency to mediate
workplace disputes in that agency. 56 They generally receive only
their salary and are not additionally compensated for mediation
work. 57
Corporations, insurance companies, labor organizations,
universities, and law firms employ an additional several thousand
mediators. 58
Most trial courts around the country have established mediation
programs to try to resolve civil disputes. In some states, such as
Florida, mediation is mandatory in many cases: a judge may order
parties to mediate and they are required to appear in at least one
session or risk being held in contempt. 59 Courts in some states, like
California, where mediation in child custody and visitation cases is
required, employ full-time salaried mediators to handle divorce
See LOVENHEIM, supra note 6, at 129 tbl.6.1, 130.
See id. at 131.
52 See OCCUPATIONAL EMPLOYMENT AND WAGES, supra note 46. The total number is 2,540,
but includes conciliators and arbitrators.
53 Id.
54 LOVENHEIM, supra note 6, at 135.
55 Id. at 136.
56 See U.S. Office of Personnel Mgmt., Alternative Dispute Resolution: A Resource Guide
133, http://www.opm.gov/er/adrguide/section3-shared-neutrals.asp (last visited Oct. 2, 2008).
57 See id.
58 See OCCUPATIONAL EMPLOYMENT AND WAGES, supra note 46. The total number is 2,560,
but includes conciliators and arbitrators.
59 See LOVENHEIM, supra note 6, at 131.
50
51
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disputes. 60 In most states, where judges are authorized to refer
cases to mediation, however, mediators are self-employed
professionals who provide their services for a fee. 61
3. Mediators in Private Practice
Some mediators in private practice work alone as solo
practitioners, others form partnerships, still others are on panels. 62
As independent contractors, they are paid depending on how much
business they generate. 63
The number of mediators in private practice is difficult to
estimate because there are no licensing requirements. The ABA
Section of Dispute Resolution now has over 17,000 members, 64 but
that number is both overinclusive and underinclusive: it includes
lawyers who mediate only a few times a year or are just interested
in alternative dispute resolution, yet it includes few non-lawyer
mediators. Observers speculate that there are between five and ten
thousand full-time providers of ADR services in the United States
today. 65 While the number may seem large, it is dwarfed by
1,143,358 lawyers admitted to practice in the United States. 66
More accurate figures come from court rosters in states where
mediators are paid for court-referred work (as opposed to
volunteering). Many mediators in private practice, particularly in
states with mandatory mediation programs, rely on court references
as their primary source of mediation work. 67 Mediators who want
Id. at 131–32.
Florida Rules of Civil Procedure allow parties to select their own mediator within ten
days of being ordered to mediate, FLA. R. CIV. P. 1.720(f), and more than ninety percent of
parties agree on a mediator. See Florida State Courts, Alternative Dispute Resolution,
http://www.flcourts.org/gen_public/adr/adrintro.shtml (last visited Oct. 2, 2008).
62 Private alternative dispute resolution companies, such as JAMS, keep a list of seasoned
mediators, and clients choose their mediator from the list.
JAMS mediators are
predominantly retired judges, who work exclusively with JAMS. See LOVENHEIM, supra note
6, at 142. They handle high-stake disputes and earn between $150,000 and $1,000,000 per
year. Id.
63 Id.
64 See ABA SECTION OF DISPUTE RESOLUTION, YEAR IN REVIEW 2006-2007 1 (2007),
available at http://www.abanet.org/dispute/documents/Year_in_ReviewFINAL2006_7.pdf.
65 The number is based on discussions with ACR and experienced mediators in private
practice.
66 See AM. BAR ASS’N, NATIONAL LAWYER POPULATION BY STATE 3 (2007), available at
http://www.abanet.org/marketresearch/2007_Natl_Lawyer_FINALonepage.pdf.
Since
mediators deal with disputes and are often trained as lawyers, the comparison is appropriate.
67 I am grateful to Robert Benjamin and Robert A. Creo for this observation. See also AM.
ARBITRATION ASS’N, supra note 22, at 28 (noting that seventy-three percent of surveyed
Fortune companies used mediation because it was court-mandated).
60
61
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to be on the court roster usually have to be certified. 68 They must
complete a certain number of hours of mediation training and meet
specified standards. 69 Many court-connected mediation programs
are limited to lawyers. 70 In some states, judges will select certified
mediators on a rotating basis, but most court programs allow the
parties to choose their mediator. 71
For example, in Florida, which probably has the largest and the
most developed court-connected mediation program, there are 5,377
registered mediators as of December 2005. 72 But, according to a
court administrator, probably ten percent of the state’s registered
mediators do ninety percent of the work. 73 Some states regulate
mediator fees, but many do not, and mediators charge their market
rate. 74 The rates for mediation services vary depending on the
quality of the mediator and on the local market: in California, the
median divorce mediator on the court roster charges $300 per hour,
and not one charges less than $150 per hour; 75 in Virginia, on the
other hand, the median mediator charges less than $125 per hour,
and only the top five percent charge more than $200 per hour. 76
The vast majority of mediators offer their services on a part-time
basis, either by choice or, more commonly, because of lack of
demand. One notable group of part-time mediation practitioners by
choice is university professors. 77 Unlike most aspirant mediators,
they have little or no overhead, are presumed to be neutral and
competent, frequently publish and testify about ADR, and have a
ready pool of potential clients from the students they taught. 78
Of the few thousand mediators in private practice who are able to
mediate full-time, the majority earn $50,000 or less. There are
See LOVENHEIM, supra note 6, at 133.
See id.
70 Id. at 58, 133.
71 See id. at 134.
72 See Florida State Courts, supra note 61.
73 LOVENHEIM, supra note 6, at 134–35.
74 See Deborah Hensler, A Research Agenda: What We Need to Know About CourtConnected ADR, 6 DISP. RESOL. MAG. 15, 17 (1999).
75 See, e.g., Superior Court of California, County of Santa Barbara, CADRe Mediator Fee
Schedule (2008), http://www.sbcadre.org/fees_med.htm (listing mediator fees for court
administered dispute resolution).
76 See Virginia’s Judicial System, Virginia Court Certified Mediators Search Results,
http://www.courts.state.va.us/drs/searchable_mediator_directory.html (follow “Search for a
Mediator with Specific Qualifications” hyperlink; then select “over $200” under “Customary
Hourly Fee” and search for mediators) (last visited Oct. 2, 2008).
77 E-mail from Robert A. Creo, Mediator, to author (Apr. 6, 2008 18:11:25 EST) (on file
with author).
78 Id.
68
69
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fewer than a thousand mediators, and possibly a few hundred, who
make a good living, grossing $200,000 or more per year. 79 Only a
couple dozen or so mediators, primarily former judges practicing
with JAMS 80 and a few high-end commercial mediators in markets
where the cost of living is high and, as a result, so are mediation
fees, are able to consistently bill over $1,000,000 per year. 81
III. WHY DO SO FEW MEDIATORS MAKE MONEY?
The previous section reviewed where mediators work. Those
mediating in community centers usually volunteer, while salaried
mediators are usually employed by the government and
organizations. 82 Neither group directly competes with mediators in
private practice, although their existence may reduce the size of the
market for privately compensated mediation services.
This section analyzes the reasons for socially suboptimal excess
entry of mediators in private practice, and suggests that overoptimism and the lack of formal barriers to entry cause it. Since
mediators in private practice are the focus of this article, this
section explores the determinants of supply and demand for
mediation services in that market alone. 83 While it is true that a
“massive amount of . . . mediation work” 84 is going on in
organizations, little of it is compensated and purchased separately,
and is instead part of a managerial or government job. This section
then analyzes the characteristics of labor markets and applies
economic theory of labor markets to the mediation profession.
A. Demand and Supply in the Market for Mediation
The market for private mediation services works like any other
Most of the mediators I interviewed provided similar estimates.
JAMS is the country’s largest private dispute resolution provider, with mediators
practicing all around the United States. LOVENHEIM, supra note 6, at 141–42. It lists over
200 mediators who work for JAMS as independent contractors, and are all experienced judges
or attorneys with a track-record in dispute resolution. JAMS, THE RESOLUTION EXPERTS,
FACT SHEET 1, http://www.jamsadr.com/images/PDF/corporate_fact_sheet.pdf (last visited
Oct. 3, 2008).
81 Telephone Interview with Robert A. Creo, Mediator, in Pittsburgh, Pa. (Mar. 21, 2008).
82 See LOVENHEIM, supra note 6, at 128–29 tbl.6.1.
83 As explained supra in Part II.A, there is not one single mediation market in the United
States. But, for the purposes of this article, the different markets can be lumped together
because the analysis applies equally to each market separately. There are important
differences between different jurisdictions and different subject matters of mediation, but
they are not the focus of this article.
84 Honeyman et al., supra note 27, at 505.
79
80
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market, and is a function of demand for and supply of mediation
services. Demand for mediation services depends on consumer
income (e.g., wealthier clients can purchase more mediation
services, and a wealthier country can pay for more mediation
services), the price of substitutes (e.g., cost of litigation) and
complements (e.g., legal fees), tastes (e.g., court-mandated
mediation, and efforts at marketing mediation), expectations about
the future (e.g., longer trials), and the number of consumers (e.g.,
court delays may increase demand for mediation). Supply of
mediation services depends on the cost of production (e.g., training,
certification), technology (e.g., BlackBerry, ease of travel,
government policy, such as mandating mediation for divorce all
increase the supply of mediation services), expectations (e.g., of
future price changes), and the number of sellers (e.g., many enter
the mediation market because it is appealing to offer services as a
peace-maker).
Private demand for mediation has been underwhelming as most
people “remain leery of negotiation as a means of settling
disputes.” 85 Some mediators have suggested that the “relatively low
usage [of mediation results] from the fact that . . . people [do not]
know [about] mediation . . . or how it could be used to solve their
[disputes]. 86 Others retort that demand for mediation has been
flagging because the marketing message for mediation has been
ineffective. 87 Mediators do not offer clients what they are looking
for: a process where the prerequisite is not to be trusting,
reasonable, or logical, but a process where they can be angry and
resentful, yet one that works and one where they will not be
exploited. 88 In a survey of New Jersey residents, only 2 out of 400
respondents mentioned mediation as a possible means of resolving
The study
disputes, and neither spoke positively about it. 89
suggests that American citizens are committed to litigation and “are
not anxious to give up courts for mediation.” 90 “Low rates of
voluntary usage” and the existence of court-initiated mediation
85 Robert Benjamin, Guerilla Mediation: The Use of Warfare Strategies in the
Management
of
Conflict,
Mediate.com,
(Aug.
1999),
http://www.mediate.com//articles/guerilla.cfm.
86 FORREST S. MOSTEN, MEDIATION CAREER GUIDE: A STRATEGIC APPROACH TO BUILDING A
SUCCESSFUL PRACTICE 194 (2001).
87 Benjamin, supra note 85.
88 See id.
89 Susan S. Silbey, The Emperor’s New Clothes: Mediation Mythology and Markets, 2002 J.
DISP. RESOL. 171, 174.
90 Id.
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programs support the argument that mediation is almost entirely a
“supply side . . . phenomenon.” 91 Mediation programs did not begin
to flourish until mandated by legislation. 92
An alternative
explanation is that litigation as a default makes it less likely that
the parties will mediate, since mediation requires their consent. 93
There are also concerns that mediation is becoming second-class
justice: quick and cheap, but more likely to result in one party being
taken for a ride. 94 Finally, a large percentage of disputes, perhaps
as many as half, are mediated in free public programs, further
reducing demand for private mediation at the low end of the
market. 95
On the supply side, the market for private mediation is inundated
with would-be mediators because of the low formal barriers to
entry—entering the market requires little more than forty hours of
training and a new shingle—aspirant mediator over-optimism, and
the fact that mediation is viewed as a more satisfying profession
than law, from where most mediators hail. 96
Whereas lawyers help their clients win a case at the expense of
the other party, mediation is viewed as “helping parties reach a
mutually satisfying resolution,” 97 as a “kinder-gentler” alternative
to lawyering. Furthermore, over-optimism of aspirant mediators
coupled with mediation training, which may make it appear that
entering the market is easier than it really is, results in inefficient
excess entry into the market. 98 Many mediators who cannot find
work become mediation trainers. 99 The profession trains too many

Id. at 174 n.14.
Id. See also AM. ARBITRATION ASS’N., supra note 22, at 28 (noting that the vast majority
of Fortune companies used mediation because it was court-mandated).
93 See Barendrecht & de Vries, supra note 28, at 83.
94 Telephone Interview with Robert Benjamin, Mediator, Mediation and Conflict
Management Services, in Portland, Or. (Mar. 28, 2008).
95 Telephone Interview with Robert A. Creo, supra note 81. Many federal and state cases
“are siphoned from the private sector market” by the federal government’s Shared Neutrals
Program and other similar programs. E-mail from Robert A. Creo, Mediator, in Pittsburgh,
Pa., to author (Apr. 6, 2008, 22:06:21 EST) (on file with author). See also U.S. Office of
Personnel Mgmt., supra note 56, at 133.
96 “ADR is seen as ‘fun,’ as opposed to the drudgery of much of law practice. And it still
enjoys a romanticized public image . . . .” Honeyman et al., supra note 37, at 165–66.
97 KRIVIS & LUCKS, supra note 7, at 17.
98 See generally ROBERT H. FRANK & PHILLIP J. COOK, THE WINNER-TAKE-ALL SOCIETY 8–9
(1995) (arguing that an unjustified degree of confidence prevails among entrants to
competitive employment fields, resulting in an undesirable abundance of job candidates).
99 E-mail from John Bickerman, Mediator, to author (Mar. 23, 2008, 16:37:58 EST) (on file
with author).
91
92
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people for jobs that do not exist. 100 Market entrants invest their
time and money in mediation based on an overly optimistic
calculation of their odds of success. 101 Many beginner mediators,
except for retired judges, simply cannot offer clients what they are
looking for: a person with experience, reputation, and authority.
This produces individual and social waste: there are direct costs
because individuals spend money on mediation training, and
opportunity costs because individuals spend time pursuing a career
that was illusory instead of a different career. 102
As a result of weak demand and excessive supply, there are more
mediators than there are mediation jobs. 103 While the above
rationales begin to explain why so few of the more than 100,000
trained mediators are able to make a living as mediators, they do
not explain why income distribution in private mediation is a “steep
pyramid.” 104 The following section provides possible answers.
B. Characteristics of the Mediation Labor Market
Human capital theory predicts that pay for labor will depend on
observable employee productivity, which will in turn depend on
effort and talent. 105 There is mounting evidence that a number of
labor markets no longer operate in accordance with the human
capital theory, but rather as “winner-take-all” markets. 106 In those
markets, pay depends on relative performance, rather than absolute
performance, and tends to be concentrated. 107 The best performers
are wealthy, whereas second-best receive only a tiny fraction of the
best performer’s pay, even though they might be only marginally
less productive. 108 There is evidence to suggest that the market for
private mediation services is a winner-take-all market.
1. Economic Theory of Labor Markets
Human capital theory, the dominant economic theory of wages,

Id.
See FRANK & COOK, supra note 98, at 8–9.
102 See generally id. at 8–9 (arguing that an overcrowding of job applicants leaves most
candidates worse off, due to wasted resources and potential opportunities foregone).
103 See Nemko, supra note 36.
104 Bickerman, supra note 99.
105 See FRANK & COOK, supra note 98, at 89–90.
106 See id. at 2–4, 92–94.
107 Id. at 24.
108 See id. at 94.
100
101
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“explains [the] differences in wage rates by differences in education,
training, experience, intelligence, [talent,] motivation, and other
human factors that [affect] productivity.” 109 The theory predicts
that workers (or providers of services) will be “paid in proportion to
the value of their productive contributions.” 110 In other words, in
“markets
that
economists
normally
study, . . . reward
111
Pay is distributed based
depends . . . on absolute performance.”
on talent (education, training, experience) and on the willingness to
expend effort (motivation). 112 A veterinarian’s pay, for the most
part, depends on how many animals she sees. An hourly employee’s
pay, while lower than that of a veterinarian who may have spent an
additional ten years in school, depends not only on talent but also
on the number of hours worked. As a result, someone who works
ten percent harder or is ten percent more talented should receive
ten percent more pay. 113
In winner-take-all markets, however, reward depends on relative
performance and tends to concentrate rewards in the hands of
few. 114 In those markets, a ten percent increase in talent or effort
can cause pay to differ by ten thousand percent or more. 115 While
those near the top win big, everyone else is far behind, and their
reward “bear[s] little relationship to how close they were to
winning.” 116 The difference in pay received by the star of a
Broadway show and “her understudy is almost always far more
than proportional to the differences in their [ability to sing and
dance].” 117
“[This] reward structure has long been common in entertainment,
sports, and the arts.” 118 In Mozart’s time, musician compensation
for the best performers was much greater than for less renowned
performers. 119 However, technology (radio, records, and later video)
allowed a single entertainer to reach many more people, increasing

Id. at 89.
Id. at 17.
111 Id. at 24.
112 See id. at 17.
113 Note that firms will only pay for productivity that is observable. Hence, unobservable
differences in productivity or effort will not be compensated.
114 FRANK & COOK, supra note 98, at 24.
115 See id. at 17.
116 Martin J. McMahon, Jr. & Alice G. Abreu, Winner-Take-All Markets: Easing the Case
for Progressive Taxation, 4 FLA. TAX REV. 1, 3 (1998).
117 Id. at 5.
118 FRANK & COOK, supra note 98, at 3.
119 See id. at 45.
109
110
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demand for the best performer and reducing demand for the secondbest performer. 120 As a result, today the very best musicians are
millionaires, while the second-best earn a modest salary in
orchestras or play music only as a hobby.
In their book, The Winner-Take-All Society, economists Robert H.
Frank and Phillip J. Cook argue that an increasing number of labor
markets have come to resemble the entertainment market. 121
Although income disparity in the market for mediation services is
increasing, it will likely never be as uneven as it is in the market for
musical performance, because mediation cannot be easily
reproduced. Nevertheless, for the reasons explored in the next
subsection, income in the market for mediation services is and will
likely continue to be very unevenly distributed.
2. Winner-Take-All Markets for Services 122
“Some winner-take-all markets arise because of special conditions
on the supply side, [which] influence [the] cost[] of production.” 123
“Other[s] . . . arise because of special conditions on the demand side,
[which] influence the [price] buyers are willing to pay.” 124
The first winner-take-all markets, such as the market for musical
performance, arose because the services of best performers could
easily be reproduced. 125 Economies of scale in production and
distribution resulted in a natural tendency for one product—for
example, CD of La Bohéme by Luciano Pavarotti—to dominate the
market, even when there exist close substitutes. 126 Mediation is
quite the opposite of the musical performance market. A mediator’s
service is very personal, cannot be reproduced, nor can it easily be
delegated or divided into smaller pieces. Yet, for a number of
reasons, incomes of mediators, while not as divergent as those of
musicians, are nevertheless uneven.
One of the supply-side sources of winner-take-all markets are
lock-ins through learning or investment (i.e., path dependencies). 127
See id. at 1–2.
See id. at 3–4.
122 Frank and Cook describe a number of sources of winner-take-all markets. I deliberately
chose to include only those that affect markets for services, rather than goods, because they
are the only ones relevant to the market for mediators.
123 FRANK & COOK, supra note 98, at 32.
124 Id.
125 Id.
126 See id. at 33.
127 See id. at 34–35.
120
121
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Graduates of the best undergraduate institutions are likely to be
admitted to the best law schools, and are more likely to be elected or
appointed as judges. After they retire, they—as former judges—are
more likely to be invited to join the JAMS panel of mediators, and
as such are much more likely to command high fees from the outset
and get a steady flow of cases. 128 Although JAMS is very successful,
path dependencies in education are not the most important source
of mediator winner-take-all markets.
While many successful
mediators have attended top law schools, many did not. 129 But,
path dependencies contribute to winner-take-all markets by
lowering the costs of acquiring information. Users of mediation are
likely to use the same mediator over and over again, not necessarily
because the mediator is the best, but because they are already
familiar with her.
In addition to path dependencies, other positive-feedback
processes, where success breeds success, create winner-take-all
markets. 130 These include network economies (e.g., PC machines
are more popular than Unix machines because more people have PC
machines) and perceptions of quality. 131 E-mail, for example, has
significantly reduced information costs and has created closed
networks of mediators that operate at a much higher level of
efficiency than other networks. But, unless a mediator is in the
network, she will not be selected. 132 In addition, when information
is costly to acquire, consumers of services tend to rely on proxies for
quality: 133 a person who was selected to mediate a large commercial
128 JAMS is the largest for-profit ADR firm in the United States. JAMS get the higheststake and best-paid mediation cases and many, if not most, of the mediators on the JAMS
panel are among the highest earners in the profession. At the time of writing this article,
JAMS has 251 mediators on its panel, 159 of whom are retired judges (63%). See LOVENHEIM,
supra
note
6,
at
141–42;
JAMS,
JAMS
Arbitrator(s)/Mediator(s),
http://www.jamsadr.com/neutrals/neutrals.asp (last visited May 10, 2008). According to the
American Arbitration Association (AAA) study, companies received mediator nominees from
private ADR providers, such as JAMS or AAA, in 30% of cases. This number understates the
number of cases decided by those providers, since they are likely included in other categories
as well (e.g., previous experience (24%), court (19%), mutual proposal from both parties (5%)).
See AM. ARBITRATION ASS’N, supra note 22, at 10 tbl.6.
129 For example, fewer than half of the mediators I interviewed attended a top-twenty law
school, yet all are very successful.
130 See FRANK & COOK, supra note 98, at 36.
131 See id.
132 National Employment Lawyers Association (NELA), an organization that represents
individual employees in cases involving employment discrimination and other employmentrelated matters, maintains a list of mediators and hires almost exclusively from the list by
sending out an e-mail inquiring who is available. Unless the mediator is on the list, she will
never be hired by NELA. I thank David Hoffman for this observation.
133 See FRANK & COOK, supra note 98, at 36–37.
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dispute and performed well is much more likely to be selected to
mediate again for the same client or to be referred to another client,
even though she may be only marginally better (or perceived as
such) than the second-best choice.
Variations in quality of
mediation are hard to observe, and clients must rely on the few
sources of information available, often word-of-mouth. “Competence
is . . . necessary, but . . . not sufficient, [to develop] a strong
reputation” and a massive income. 134
The demand for a top-notch service may also stem from the desire
to avoid adverse outcomes from having bought the second-best.
Even if the service fails, the buyer can comfort herself by knowing
that she purchased the best. 135 But, if the service performs well,
there is no way of knowing if the second-best would have performed
just as well. This skews consumer choice towards the best service
available, particularly when the stakes are high. For example,
Richard Scruggs, one of the best-known plaintiffs’ lawyers, hired
John Keker, one of the most prestigious white-collar lawyers, to
defend him in the criminal contempt charge for attempted bribery of
a judge. 136 Hiring Keker, who is based in San Francisco, was many
times more expensive than hiring an only marginally less qualified
local attorney. But, facing seventy-five years in prison, Scruggs was
apparently unwilling to risk hiring the second-best attorney. 137
Similarly, an experienced mediator reports that when an attorney
with a high-value case refers it to mediation, he is “never going to be
criticized for selecting a well-known mediator.” 138
Lastly, concentration of wealth in the hands of few will create
winner-take-all markets. 139
For example, attorneys with rich
clients will be able to charge much higher fees than their
counterparts with poorer clientele. Similarly, commercial mediators
are able to charge higher fees than domestic mediators. 140
Diminishing marginal utility of money means that individuals or
entities with “very high incomes attach . . . little value to tens of
thousands, or even millions, of dollars.” 141 Alternately, clients tend
Id. at 93.
See id. at 42–43.
136 Jenny Jarvie, The Nation Katrina Lawyer at the Eye of a Storm, L.A. TIMES, Nov. 30,
2007, at 15.
137 Id.
138 Bickerman, supra note 99.
139 FRANK & COOK, supra note 98, at 43.
140 See e-mail from William Baten, Mediator, to author (Mar. 25, 2008, 22:19:12 EST) (on
file with author).
141 McMahon & Abreu, supra note 116, at 35.
134
135
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to compare transaction costs (i.e., legal fees, filing fees, mediator
fees) to the value of their claim and think in percentage terms. In a
$200 million dispute, a million dollars does not seem like much. But
in a divorce, where the parties are dividing $250,000 in assets, a fee
of a few thousand dollars can be significant. As a result, wealthier
clients (or clients with larger claims) are willing to pay much larger
sums for the same service than more budget-constrained
individuals.
3. Success Breeds Success in the Market for Mediators in Private
Practice
Economists have reported increasing incomes of top performers in
a number of professions, including lawyers, dentists, accountants,
doctors, and salespeople. 142 One possible explanation based on the
human capital theory described above is “that the [top] performers
have [become] ‘better’ relative to their colleagues.” 143 If distribution
of human capital changed, income distribution should change also.
But, no one has been able to identify the improvement in quality or
explain why it came about. 144
An alternative explanation is that winner-take-all markets have
spread to the non-celebrity professions, such as mediation. Only a
small fraction of cases support fees of $10,000 per day or more, and
a small “inner circle” of top mediators get the call for those cases. 145
They get selected because they have a solid track record, because
they have been mediating for long enough to have name recognition
as mediators and be members of closed networks, 146 but also
because they are perceived by potential clients as good because of
their personal or other qualities (e.g., having been a judge, being a
speaker at an ADR conference, or publishing). 147 Furthermore, in
high-stake cases with multiple parties it is easier for lawyers and

See FRANK & COOK, supra note 98, at 86–88.
Id. at 89.
144 Id. at 98–99.
145 Baten, supra note 140.
146 E-mail from Steve Cerveris, Mediator, to author (Apr. 1, 2008, 12:34:02 EST) (on file
with author).
147 Perception of quality is not the same as quality.
In being selected as a mediator,
perceptions and reputation often matter more than objective quality, which—by any
measure—is difficult if not impossible to measure. Many former judges, for example, are in
high demand, although they may not have much experience as mediators, and sometimes
pressure clients to reach an agreement they would not have agreed to with a less evaluative
mediator.
142
143
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parties to agree on using a mediator with a national reputation. 148
This way, if mediation fails, the lawyers can tell their parties that
they tried everything to avoid litigating and incurring additional
legal fees, and company bosses can assure their directors and
shareholders that they did the best they could.
IV. WHY DO SOME MEDIATORS MAKE SO MUCH MONEY?
The previous section explored the determinants of demand and
supply in the market for mediation services, and looked into
possible causes for why so few mediators in private practice can
make a good living. This section further analyzes the reasons for
mediator income distribution, including product non-homogeneity,
organizational structure of the profession, de facto barriers to entry,
such as mediator selection and market segmentation, and elasticity
of demand.
A. Non-homogeneity: Characteristics of the Highest-Paid Mediation
Professionals
One of the main requirements for a perfectly competitive market
is that the product is homogeneous, that is, largely the same as all
other products on the market. Based on the foregoing discussion,
the market for private mediation does not satisfy this requirement.
As a result, top mediators do not directly compete against secondtier commercial mediators (who may still be making a very
comfortable living), who, in turn, do not compete against subsequent
tiers. There is relatively little price sensitivity and the highest-paid
mediation professionals are able to charge high fees without fear of
losing business to lower-cost providers.
A good mediator is hard to describe and is usually referred to as
“you’ll know it when you see it.” 149 The reason is that, as one
mediator put it, “mediation is much more complex than
It requires excellent mediation skills, complex
litigation.” 150
analytical skills, and the ability to quickly process a substantial
amount of information. It requires the ability to move cases
relatively swiftly toward settlement. It also requires excellent
interpersonal skills: the best mediators are good listeners, who can

148
149
150

Baten, supra note 140.
Telephone Interview with Robert A. Creo, supra note 81.
Id.
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“read” people and have the intuitive ability to sense the things that
are not being said. 151 They are compassionate and empathetic, and
can focus all their intellectual energy on the dispute in front of
them. 152
They are trustworthy and able to convey their
trustworthiness to the parties. They enjoy and are comfortable
communicating with all types of people, and they are likeable. 153
Great mediators are creative and able to teach parties how to
mediate during the mediation without controlling the process. 154
They are “chameleon-like”: usually evaluative, but able to adjust
their demeanor and mediation style to the party and the dispute. 155
They are also calm and patient, and have both a sense of humor and
a “sense of drama.” 156 They can quietly signal to their clients that if
the dispute can be settled, they are the ones that can settle it. 157
They are also good businessmen, who market themselves well—not
by using traditional marketing channels, but by always performing
well in front of clients and their attorneys. 158 Many, if not most, top
mediators have formal or informal business plans and excellent case
managers, who they pay well. 159 Great mediators also tend to be
the most hard-working and committed to the profession of
mediation. They are “mediation activists”: they found, lead, and
join professional mediation associations; publish; and teach. 160 And
most importantly, the mediators who are frequently selected by
attorneys are the ones who have been able to stay in the field long
enough to develop reputations as great mediators. 161
As is readily apparent from the above list of great mediator skills
and qualities, very few of them can be taught in a mediation
training class or a graduate program. A mediation trainer cannot
train would-be mediators to be smart.
She cannot “teach
empathy.” 162 She cannot teach the natural instinct and intuition.
LOVENHEIM, supra note 6, at 90.
See Creo, supra note 95; Baten, supra note 140.
153 Cerveris, supra note 146.
154 See id.
155 Id.
156 See LOVENHEIM, supra note 6, at 92–93, 95–96.
157 See Creo, supra note 95.
158 Telephone Interview with Robert A. Creo, supra note 81.
159 See Creo, supra note 95; E-mail from Robert A. Creo, Mediator, to author (Apr. 7, 2008,
10:28:26 EST) (on file with author). See also KRIVIS & LUCKS, supra note 7, at 150 (discussing
the importance of mediators’ assistants and how they deserve to be compensated well).
160 Creo, supra note 95.
161 See Baten, supra note 140.
162 Stephen B. Goldberg & Margaret L. Shaw, The Secrets of Successful (and Unsuccessful)
Mediators, 8 DISP. RESOL. ALERT 1, 6 (2008), http://www.jamsadr.com/images/PDF/DRA-2008151
152
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But, she can teach good technique, while good judgment is acquired
with age and through practice. 163 Although mediation training is
necessary to become an effective mediator, hands-on experience is
the most important factor predicting high settlement rates. 164 One
successful mediator observed that “it usually takes about 30
mediations to even approach a point where you are ready to charge
for your services.” 165 While this may sound like little, many fulltime mediators—which means they are more successful than eighty
or more percent of all mediators—only mediate 100 or so cases per
year. 166 Since beginners are less busy, it might take a beginner
mediator a full year or longer to get enough experience to start
charging. Hence, without paid internship programs for beginner
mediators, private mediation will remain a possibility as a second or
third career, after the mediator has sufficient financial resources to
survive a few years with little or no income. 167
Furthermore, mediation training sessions do not teach the
business skills necessary to survive in the cutthroat profession.
While reputation, one of the most important sources of mediation
caseload, and hence income, cannot be taught or bought, many
successful mediators are very active in the mediation community,
are most active in ADR associations, frequently speak publicly
about mediation, and publish relevant articles in professional and
business journals. 168 What this means for mediation training, is
that it should not oversell its potential and create expectations that
cannot be realized. 169 Finally, what this means is that unless
cultural notions about dispute resolution profoundly change and
people are willing to pay for mediation of all kinds of disagreements,
only those who love to mediate should continue doing so, without

01.pdf.
163 Telephone Interview with Robert Benjamin, supra note 94.
164 See Ignazio J. Ruvolo, Appellate Mediation—“Settling” the Last Frontier of ADR, 42 SAN
DIEGO L. REV. 177, 216–17 (2005).
165 Kathy Fragnoli, Ideas for Creating a Market for Your Services, in ADR PERSONALITIES
AND PRACTICE TIPS 11, 13 (James J. Alfini & Eric R. Galton, eds., 1998).
166 See Cerveris, supra note 146. There is a group of full-time environmental mediators
who might mediate only half a dozen cases per year, each of which might last several years.
167 As discussed supra Part II.C., there exist salaried positions for beginner mediators,
either as mediators, or as party representatives in mediation. Insurance companies, in
particular, may be a good career starting point for would-be mediators. There, they can gain
the necessary experience in mediation, albeit as a party representative, to be able to later
move on to full-time private mediation practice.
168 Many of the mediators I interviewed confirmed this.
169 See Howard S. Bellman, Some Reflections on the Practice of Mediation, 14 NEGOTIATION
J. 205, 207 (1998).
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the pressure and the expectation of a paycheck.
B. Organizational Structure of the Mediation Profession
Mediation is a lonely profession; many mediators in private
practice work alone. Even the largest mediation firm, JAMS,
employs only a few associates, while its mediators are independent
contractors. 170
As a result, there are few private practice
opportunities for beginner mediators. 171
A leading casebook on dispute resolution asserts that the reason
that mediators generally practice as solo practitioners is because
mediation is “a hands-on skill” that cannot easily be delegated to
junior associates. 172 Practicing mediators agree. Unlike law firms,
which need an army of associates to review documents and draft
motions, mediation work is individualized and generally cannot be
broken into small pieces. 173 “Mediators work alone” and perform
“all substantive work.” 174
They do not and cannot delegate
professional work, such as reading party submissions, to associates
or paralegals, because they themselves must be familiar with the
material in order to perform their task as mediators. 175 “The bulk”
of the work is spent “in direct communication with the parties.” 176
Furthermore, mediation is less time consuming than legal work.
Clients buy mediation services only when they have a large enough
dispute to justify hiring an external mediator, and the work is
usually completed within a couple of days or less. Legal services, on
the other hand, are complex and “require the simultaneous efforts of
a number of . . . attorneys.” 177

170 See JAMS, JAMS Career Center, http://www.jamsadr.com/contactus/careers.asp (last
visited Nov. 24, 2008).
171 Several of the mediators I interviewed noted that while recent law school graduates
cannot just hang their shingle and open up a practice, they can slowly work their way into the
profession by volunteering in community mediation centers, by settling cases referred by the
court, or by working for an insurance company and representing it in disputes it decides to
mediate (i.e., working as a party representative and not as a mediator).
172 See GOLDBERG ET AL., supra note 20, at 597.
173 Telephone Interview with Prof. John Lande, supra note 41.
174 See
ROBERT A. CREO, COMPREHENSIVE MEDIATION FEE SCHEDULE (2007),
http://www.mediate.com/creo/docs/March 14 2007 FeeSchedule NonMedMal.pdf.
175 See id.
176 Id.
177 James B. Rebitzer & Lowell J. Taylor, When Knowledge is an Asset: Explaining the
Organizational Structure of Large Law Firms, 25 J. LAB. ECON. 201, 215 (2007). A large law
firm associate will usually bill in excess of 2,000 hours per year. A full-time mediator, on the
other hand, will bill between 600 and 1,200 hours per year. See Cerveris, supra note 146.
This is not to say that mediators do not work hard, but rather that the nature of the work is
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Mediation is also a very personal and people-oriented service:
clients and lawyers do not only look for a mediator who can settle
their case, but also for someone who they can relate to on a personal
level, someone who comes across as genuine. 178 Clients book a
mediator because they want to hire her specifically, and not just any
mediator. They believe that she is the one who can assist them in
their dispute. 179
Although the majority of full-time mediators in private practice
are lawyers, few practice in law firms. A number of law firms have
ADR departments that also offer mediation, but most lawyers in law
firms cannot make a living solely as mediators because of conflicts
of interest, both existing and potential. Also, since mediation
generates less income than other legal work, most law firms avoid
mediating for clients. 180
Finally, many mediators are “lone rangers.” 181 They like and
prefer working on their own, and form partnerships only for
practical reasons: so that they do not have to turn away clients
when they are sick or go on vacation, so that they can share the
costs of administrative staff and marketing, and so that they have
someone to socialize with. 182
All of these reasons combined encourage mediators to practice
alone or in a small-firm setting, where the only staff might be an
administrative assistant. Mediators’ overhead is low (twenty to
twenty-five percent of gross revenues, and no more than thirty
percent) 183 and each mediator keeps the majority of the revenues
without the need or the incentive to employ junior mediators. 184 As
a result, there is virtually no demand for junior mediators, and
there exist few opportunities to gain experience and exposure to
practice alongside seasoned mediators while receiving a salary.
very different.
178 See KRIVIS & LUCKS, supra note 7, at 33–34.
179 See id. at 35.
180 Telephone Interview with Robert A. Creo, supra note 81.
181 Telephone Interview with Robert Benjamin, supra note 94.
182 See KRIVIS & LUCKS, supra note 7, at 110.
183 E-mail from Robert A. Creo, Mediator, to author (Apr. 6, 2008, 14:56:10 EST) (on file
with author).
184 Some top mediators, for example Robert A. Creo and Jeffrey Krivis, have employed and
mentored junior mediators in their offices, but the practice is not common. See Robert A.
Creo, Arbitrator and Mediator, ADR Mentorship, http://www.rcreo.com/pg90.cfm (last visited
Sept. 20, 2008); KRIVIS & LUCKS, supra note 7, at 112–14. Robert A. Creo noted that he
established his mentorship program with the hope that other mediators would adopt
mentoring as a model, and make it as another way for younger mediators to get into the
profession. Creo, supra note 95.
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This characteristic tends to limit access to the market for mediation
services and results in a few mediators getting the bulk of the work.
C. De Facto Barriers to Entry
Although there are few formal barriers to entry in the market for
private mediation, there are high de facto barriers to entry.
Mediators get most of their cases from attorneys, and unless they
are on the attorneys’ short list, they will not be selected to mediate
commercial disputes. 185 And to be added to the short list, a
mediator needs a solid track record and a stellar reputation in the
legal community.
In addition, market specialization makes
branching out into other markets difficult even for existing
successful mediators, let alone beginners. Both reasons combine to
increase the cost of entry in the market for mediator services,
protect existing providers from competition, and reduce the
opportunities for beginner mediators.
1. Mediator Selection
Mediators in private practice get most of their cases, in some
places, such as Southern California, as many as ninety or ninetyfive percent, through referrals from attorneys and courts. 186 A fair
number of domestic cases are referred by family therapists, but
attorneys remain the predominant source of mediation business.
Most parties do not get into disputes frequently enough to be a
source of business, and even in-house counsel or adjusters, who
regularly mediate, do not appear to be a common source of
referrals. 187 Mediators also get referrals from colleagues with whom
they share bar functions, committees, and ADR functions, and
former trainees, 188 but these tend to be less common sources of
clients.
The main reason for attorney domination of the mediator
selection process is that most of the private mediators’ caseload is
disputes already in litigation or about to be litigated. 189 Parties

See Cerveris, supra note 146.
See id.
187 See E-mail from Tracy Allen, Mediator, to author (Mar. 22, 2008, 09:43:48 EST) (on file
with author).
188 Id.
189 See E-mail from Steve Cerveris, Mediator, to author (Apr. 6, 2008, 13:18:37 EST) (on
file with author).
185
186
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with a problem first consult an attorney to help them decide how to
pursue the case, and do not consider mediation. 190 Unless ordered
by court, relatively few parties are willing to mediate before
pursuing a complaint through pre-trial motions. 191 This is the
result of asymmetric information and risk-aversion: parties are
unwilling to begin negotiations until they have some information on
how good is the other side’s case. In addition, there is a principalagent problem as lawyers themselves are unwilling to lose control
and potential legal fees from litigation by referring the case to
mediation. 192
Attorneys as gatekeepers not only decide whether and when a
case will be mediated, but also who will mediate it. Selecting a
mediator is “an important and difficult task.” 193 Attorneys, as
repeat players, are more familiar with practitioners in the
community and clients rely on their attorneys to shop for mediation
services. 194 If the case is referred to mediation by a court, mediator
selection is often limited to certified mediators on the court roster,
but this requirement only rarely restricts mediator selection, since
most mediators, full- or part-time, are certified. 195 Typically when
parties decide to mediate the dispute, attorneys for each side submit
a list of names, from which the parties select their mediator. 196
Unless the mediator is on the attorney’s short list, she will never get
selected, and getting on the list is very difficult. 197 It requires
excellent mediation skills, personal characteristics, and name
recognition. 198 Above all, it requires time. Many top mediators,
unless they were celebrities in their own right or retired judges, who

190 A number of mediators have noted this practice. See id. (noting that the market could
expand if the public became more familiar with mediation and individuals would choose the
mediation forum before retaining lawyers to see if they could resolve their disputes more
quickly and efficiently).
191 Interestingly, fewer than five percent of filed cases get to trial, and mediation is only
fifth on the list of reasons for the “vanishing trial.” Most cases get disposed of by or settled
after summary judgment. Marc Galanter, The Vanishing Trial: An Examination of Trials and
Related Matters in Federal and State Courts, 1 J. EMPIRICAL LEGAL STUD. 459, 483–84, 545
tbl.A-10 (2004).
192 See Sander, supra note 1, at 6.
193 Lande, supra note 21, at 847.
194 Id.
195 Mediators I interviewed confirmed that virtually all mediators in their community were
listed with the court and only one said he refused to be included in the court roster.
Certification usually requires training and sometimes a test, but is a low barrier to entry.
196 Cerveris, supra note 146.
197 See id.
198 See discussion supra Part IV.A.
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have “a certain amount of built-in trust and respectability,” 199 spent
five or more years mediating before they finally broke even, let
alone made good money. 200 Furthermore, the fact that attorneys
select mediators has been suggested as one of the reasons why the
profession is not more diverse: most mediators are white males,
with legal training, in their fifties or older. 201
As the “winner-take-all” model predicts, attorneys will choose
from the short list for a number of reasons, but the primary ones are
that it saves them time and gives them the assurance that they are
buying a provider with a solid reputation. 202 Proposing a mediator
with national name recognition also makes it more likely that the
other side will agree to mediate. 203 As a result, the few mediators
who are the survivors have a steady flow of cases, while the rest
mediate for free or leave the profession.
2. Market Segmentation and Income Distribution
An additional barrier to entry is market segmentation and
specialization. 204 As the market for private mediation services
matures, it is becoming more specialized or segmented. Honeyman
et al. observe that it is not only difficult to enter the market for
private mediation services, but also to switch between markets. 205
Some of the most respected public policy mediators had essentially
no high-end commercial cases, even though they had a proven
“track record in work that is . . . at least as” complex. 206 Honeyman
et al. suggest that mediators are limited to markets in which they
have the requisite reputation, that is—as they suggest—in the
markets
where
they
can
demonstrate
authority
and
connectedness. 207 This finding is consistent with data for the
commercial mediation market, where attorneys select the
mediators, and only those with name recognition in the relevant
market will be on their short-list.
As a result, there are increasingly fewer opportunities for
KRIVIS & LUCKS, supra note 7, at 139.
See id. at 159–61.
201 Telephone Interview with Robert Benjamin, supra note 94. See also SEAMONE, supra
note 24, at § III. B.
202 See FRANK & COOK, supra note 98, at 37, 42–43, 93.
203 See E-mail from William Baten, supra note 140.
204 See Honeyman et. al, supra note 33, at 154.
205 See id.
206 See Honeyman et al., supra note 27, at 503–04.
207 See id. at 504.
199
200
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mediation generalists.
Aspirant mediators must thus have
experience in a particular subject matter—family disputes,
environmental work, business—in order to be able to succeed in the
market for private mediation services.
D. Elasticity of Demand: Fee Setting
Compared to litigation, mediation is cheap. 208 One commentator
estimates that it costs each party at least $100,000 “to litigate a
straightforward business claim.” 209 Mediation of a similar dispute,
on the other hand, usually costs a fraction of that amount, and the
parties ordinarily share mediator fees. 210 Even high-end mediators
do not charge much more than $10,000 per day, and a
straightforward business claim usually takes a day to settle in
mediation. 211 As a result, most clients in high-end commercial
mediation cases are not price-sensitive, 212 and demand for
commercial mediation services is highly inelastic. One mediator
noted that mediator fees in high-value commercial disputes are
“inconsequential to the value of settling the matter,” and hence
clients will pay for the mediator they want, not one they can
afford. 213
In domestic cases, mediator fees are usually lower overall, and
mediators tend to charge by the hour because clients are more priceDivorce mediation fees are also more commonly
sensitive. 214
regulated, either directly by legislation or court rules, or indirectly

208 See
The
Price
Is
Wrong!,
THE
MEDIATOR
MAG.,
http://
www.themediatormagazine.co.uk/features/10-survey/32-wrong (last visited Nov. 24, 2008)
(suggesting that mediator pricing is too low: since mediation is a “nascent market” where
information about the quality of services is difficult to obtain, prices have been kept too low).
209 See Gillian K. Hadfield, The Price of Law: How the Market for Lawyers Distorts the
Justice System, 98 MICH. L. REV. 953, 957 (2000).
210 See Cerveris, supra note 189. In addition to mediator fees, each party will usually pay
her own legal fees. Since an average mediation is completed within a day or two, even fees of
the highest paid attorneys are unlikely to exceed $10,000.
211 See Cerveris, supra note 146 (noting that the average mediation takes six hours).
212 Telephone Interview with Robert A. Creo, supra note 81.
213 Bickerman, supra note 99. While the relative low cost of mediation is relevant when
parties are deciding whether to mediate or litigate a particular dispute, it may be irrational to
consider the high cost of litigation when deciding between different mediators. After the
decision to mediate has been made, a conservative economist would predict that the decision
on which mediator to choose would be made by comparing prices of different mediators, and
not by considering the cost of litigation. Recent research in behavioral economics indicates,
however, that framing plays an important role in decision-making.
214 See Allen, supra note 187; E-mail from Susan Hammer, Mediator, to author (Mar. 20,
2008, 21:31:42 PST) (on file with author).
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by lower filing and legal fees for domestic disputes. 215 As a result,
demand is more elastic than in commercial mediation, and hence,
lower fees and hourly fees are more common in divorce mediation
than flat day fees. 216
Most paid mediation is billed to clients on an hourly basis. Most
court rosters that list mediator fees, list hourly fees, and some
markets, like Michigan, do not support per-day fees. 217 Hourly fees
vary by geography and by quality or reputation of the mediator.
Smaller markets, such as Virginia or Oregon, support lower fees. 218
In Virginia, low-end mediation services are available at under $50
per hour and the high-end of the market begins at $200 per hour. 219
Larger and more competitive mediation markets support higher
fees, often in excess of $500 per hour at the high end. 220
Only a minority of high-end commercial mediators in competitive
markets can charge flat per-diem fees or per case fees, 221 and even
fewer charge success fees. 222 The decision to charge per-diem fees
signals mediator’s quality and reputation. Because it is difficult to
measure mediator quality by objective measures, other than
settlement rates, mediators use per-diem fees to signal quality, and
that they are in high demand. 223 Per-diem fees are used for two

See Bickerman, supra note 99.
See Allen, supra note 187.
217 Id. (noting that she charges per diem fees when she mediates out of state, but generally
not in-state).
218 See Virginia’s Judicial System, Virginia Court Certified Mediators Search Results,
http://208.210.219.102/cgi-bin/mediation/search.cgi/g (last visited Nov. 24, 2008) (listing
hourly fee rates for various mediators). See, e.g., State of Oregon 16th Judicial District,
Mediation, http://www.ojd.state.or.us/dou/mediation.htm (last visited Nov. 30, 2008) (stating
that the mediation costs $75 per hour, payable directly to the mediator).
219 See Virginia’s Judicial System, supra note 218 (listing the customary hourly fees for
various mediators, including Susan W. Ballentine and Thomas E. Albro). In Oregon, highend mediators charge $400 per hour or more, and often charge flat per diem fees. See E-mail
from Susan Hammer, Mediator, to author (Apr. 6, 2008, 16:52:08 EST) (on file with author).
220 See, e.g., Bickerman, supra note 99; U.S. District Court for the Western District of
Pennsylvania,
Alternative
Dispute
Resolution,
http://coldfusion.pawd.uscourts.gov/adr/pages/ADRNeutralSearch.cfm (last visited Nov. 24,
2008).
221 Average per day fees range from $1,800-$3,500 in Texas to $4,000-$8,000 in California.
E-mail from Eric Galton, Mediator, to author (Mar. 28, 2008, 11:33:55 CST) (on file with
author). The very high end of the commercial mediation market command fees of $10,000 per
day, and the highest is $15,000 per day. See Baten, supra note 140.
222 Eric Green, for example, charges a success fee on top of the day fee for the most
“complex or other exceptional cases requiring extraordinary effort.” Resolutions LLC, Rates,
Eric D. Green, http://www.resolutionsllc.com/rates.htm (last visited Nov. 24, 2008).
223 See Cerveris, supra note 146. Mediators use those fees, whether or not they are in fact
in high demand. A number of mediators confirmed that although they are very successful,
they are constantly looking for business, and that the only reason they turn business away is
215
216
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additional reasons. First, mediators do not only want to charge
high fees, but they also want to be consistently busy. The best
mediators tend to not only charge the highest fees, but they are also
booked a few months in advance. 224 Per-diem fees with relatively
long cancellation periods enable these mediators to schedule
efficiently without gaps, and to be paid even if a party cancels or
reschedules the mediation. 225 Since mediation is a personal service
that cannot be delegated or postponed, mediators cannot schedule
more than one mediation at any given time. 226 Second, commercial
mediators charge per-diem fees instead of hourly fees so that they
can get paid before, or at, the mediation session and avoid collection
problems. 227 Since demand for large clients in high-stakes disputes
is relatively inelastic, top commercial mediators are able to charge
high per-diem fees, and have long cancellation periods. 228
Mediators who are unable to charge per-diem fees are faced with
the problems that cause mediators to charge such fees: they do not
get compensated for cancellations and often have more difficulty
with collection after the mediation. This makes entering the
profession more difficult and precarious, and many return to steady
paychecks because they cannot afford to wait until they have
acquired the necessary reputation to charge per-diem fees. 229
V. IMPLICATIONS FOR MEDIATION TRAINING
Mediation training programs have grown significantly over the
years. There exist the thirty–forty-hour basic mediation courses
that span a week and cost as much as $2,000; 230 advanced programs

if they are already booked on that day.
224 “If I get to the point where my calendar is eighty percent booked for two months in
advance, I start to think about raising my rates. My experience is that a lot of high-end cases
need to be mediated within two months, so it doesn’t pay to have your calendar completely
booked two months in advance or booked out over two months.” Baten, supra note 140.
225 In particular, labor mediators whose fees are compressed, distinguish themselves by
longer cancellation fees. They generate a substantial amount of their revenue from
cancellation fees. For mediators who are lawyers, there are serious ethical concerns with
“double billing” their time.
226 See CREO, supra note 174, at 2.
227 See Galton, supra note 45.
228 See, e.g., KRIVIS & LUCKS, supra note 7, at 143 (noting that top mediators, such as
Robert Creo, know that their time is valuable and therefore they can bill in advance for perdiem fees and be strict about cancellation fees).
229 See id. at 157–58.
230 See,
e.g., Mediation Training Institute International, Mediator Certification,
http://www.mediationworks.com/medcert3/register.htm (last visited Nov. 24, 2008) (listing the
cost of a regular forty-hour certification program at $2,495 or $1,995 if the candidate applies
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in family, housing, and civil mediation; 231 and, increasingly,
mediation course offerings at colleges and universities. 232 By 2003,
twenty-four law schools had provided dispute resolution
programs. 233 There now exist masters and Ph.D. programs in
dispute resolution. 234 Course offerings and an increasing number of
specialized dispute resolution journals indicate that there is indeed
a growing demand for dispute resolution education. 235
As this article explains, while the mediation market has grown
and the need to be acquainted with mediation as a method of
dispute resolution has increased, opportunities to make a living as a
mediator remain scarce. Many people attend training programs or
obtain degrees in mediation expecting that there exist career
opportunities to match the skills for which they are being trained.
They get trained because they are hoping to make the career change
to mediation. 236 Many of the training programs include marketing
techniques in their curriculum, but few honestly describe the status
and availability of job opportunities in mediation. 237
The failure by mediation trainers to provide accurate information
about opportunities to make money in mediation contributes to
excess entry in the market for mediation services. As this article
explains, inaccurate information about the availability of mediation
jobs as well as over-optimism lead aspirant mediators to spend
money on mediation training and starting mediation practices, and
to incur opportunity costs by foregoing other career opportunities.
Not only may the failure of mediation trainers to fully disclose the
pros and cons of mediation practice and correct trainee
misapprehensions be unethical, 238 it also leads to socially inefficient
more than thirty days in advance).
231 See,
e.g.,
Mediation
Training
Group,
Inc.,
Registration,
http://mediationtraininggroup.com/registration.php (last visited Nov. 24, 2008) (listing the
different mediation training programs they offer); Mediation Works Incorporated, MWI’s
Training Programs and Workshops, http://www.mwi.org/training/index.htm (last visited Nov.
24, 2008) (listing divorce and housing mediation as available training programs offered by
MWI).
232 See Sharon Press, Institutionalization of Mediation in Florida: At the Crossroads, 108
PENN ST. L. REV. 43, 56–57 & n.94 (2003). See also MOSTEN, supra note 86, at 229–42 (listing
more than sixty schools that offer undergraduate and/or graduate degrees in alternative
dispute resolution).
233 See Press, supra note 232, at 56 n.94.
234 See MOSTEN, supra note 86, at 236–42.
235 See Press, supra note 232, at 56.
236 David Plimpton, Ethical Duties of Mediation Trainers in the Promotion of Training
Programs, 24 SPIDR NEWS 1, 1 (2000).
237 See id. at 1, 3.
238 See id. at 3.
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outcomes. 239 To correct this misallocation of resources, mediation
training programs should disclose information about “the known
opportunities, limits, and obstacles in mediation employment and
professional practice opportunities.” 240
While it is true that
mediation may be a useful skill in our work and familial lives, 241 it
is likely that fewer people would spend hundreds or thousands of
dollars on mediation training without the expectation that training
could lead to a career change. 242
Course offerings at colleges, universities, and law schools, on the
other hand, are less problematic economically, because graduates
take them for reasons other than career change. Often, law
students take mediation classes because they want to learn about a
method of dispute resolution that they expect to come across as
practicing attorneys, or simply because they want a class that is
different. Furthermore, students of mediation rarely expect to work
as mediators after they graduate, and are better able to learn about
the market for mediation services over the course of the semester as
they take the course than someone who signs up for a forty-hour
crash course. Offices of career services will also soon put an end to
any serious misconceptions about mediation careers. Finally,
mediation courses legitimize mediation and give it credibility. 243
Assuming that mediation is overall more cost-effective than
litigation, it is socially efficient to spread common knowledge about
its benefits, and perhaps provide universal mediation training in
schools and in workplaces. 244 But, as the section explains, it is
socially inefficient to charge large sums of money on the pretense
that mediation is a viable career option for a large number of
people.

See analysis of excess entry, supra Part III.A., at 121–22.
Plimpton, supra note 236, at 4.
241 There are an increasing number of attorneys who get trained in mediation without the
aspiration of becoming mediators. One Boston law firm, for example, hired a group of
mediators to train them, even though only one or two of the attorneys had aspirations of
providing mediation services. The reason the firm paid for mediation training is to enable
their attorneys to better understand the practice and provide better legal advice to their
clients. I thank David Hoffman for this observation.
242 See Plimpton, supra note 236, at 4.
243 See id.
244 See David A. Hoffman, The Future of ADR Practice: Three Hopes, Three Fears, and
Three Predictions, 22 NEGOTIATION J. 467, 468–69 (2006).
239
240
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VI. CONCLUSION
Mediation has grown tremendously in the last three decades, yet
only a small number of mediators have been able to benefit
financially from its growth. The supply of willing mediators by far
exceeds the demand for their services. Mediator trainee overoptimism and the lack of formal barriers to entry result in excess
entry in the market for mediators. However, the lack of a formal
barrier, but the existence of de facto barriers to entry, such as
mediator selection practices and specialization, combined with
excessive individual optimism, creates inefficiently high levels of
entry. This is socially suboptimal: many aspirant mediators spend
money pursuing what is likely an illusory career and forego other
career options, even though they were never going to be able to
make money as mediators.
This article presents data showing that income distribution in the
market for private mediation is uneven, and suggests that the
market is a winner-take-all market, where a few mediators at the
top of the pyramid are busy and well-paid, while the vast majority
of aspiring mediators is constantly looking for work, yet makes little
or no money. This article proposes economic reasons that contribute
to this phenomenon: non-homogeneity of the product (i.e., mediation
services); de facto barriers to entry, including mediator selection
preferences and specialization; organizational structures; and
inelastic demand for mediator services. Since mediation consumers
often compare the cost of mediation to the cost of litigation instead
of comparing costs of different mediators, new mediators are unable
to compete for work on price.
Information problems, in particular the lack of objective measures
of mediator quality, other than settlement rates, and attorneys’
control of access to clients, have made reputation the most
important factor for mediator selection, making it difficult for new
entrants to gain a foothold in the private mediation market. Small
firm size further reduces the number of opportunities for new
mediators to learn skills and acquire the necessary reputation to be
able to practice on their own.
Since experience and reputation are essential for success, only
celebrity mediators, mediators with authority—such as former
judges—and those with sufficient resources and stamina are able to
survive in the market long enough to make a living as mediators.
As a result, mediation is a second or third career for virtually all
full-time mediators in private practice.
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This has important implications for aspirant mediators and for
the design of mediation training programs. Aspirant mediators
would be well-advised to specialize in a particular field, such as
environmental issues or construction, and gain a solid reputation
among lawyers and/or business people in that field before starting a
mediation career. In addition, mediation training programs ought
to be redesigned to convey to aspirant mediators the realities of
mediation practice.
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Abstract
This Article discusses research aimed to understand barriers to participation of underrepresented racial and ethnic groups in ADR practices. The research includes ADR in and around New
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BARRIERS TO PARTICIPATION:
CHALLENGES FACED BY MEMBERS OF
UNDERREPRESENTED RACIAL AND ETHNIC
GROUPS IN ENTERING, REMAINING, AND
ADVANCING IN THE ADR FIELD
Maria R. Volpe, Robert A. Baruch Bush, Gene A. Johnson, Jr.,
Christopher M. Kwok, Janice Tudy-Jackson, Roberto Velez*

INTRODUCTION
Since the 1970s, the alternative dispute resolution (“ADR”) field
has gained visibility and acceptance.1 As the field has evolved,
ADR scholars and practitioners, slowly but increasingly, have
started to pay attention to the racial and ethnic mix of the practi* Maria R. Volpe, Ph.D., is Professor of Sociology, Director of the Dispute Resolution Program, and Director of the City University of New York Dispute Resolution Consortium at John Jay College of Criminal Justice-CUNY. Robert A. Baruch
Bush, J.D., is the Rains Distinguished Professor of ADR Law at Hofstra Law School,
and President of the Institute for the Study of Conflict Transformation. Gene A.
Johnson, Jr., B.A., is Senior Director of the Safe Horizon Mediation Program in New
York City, which oversees community mediation centers in Manhattan and Brooklyn.
Christopher M. Kwok, J.D., is a Staff Mediator for the New York District Office of
the United States Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. Janice Tudy-Jackson, J.D., is a Collaboration & Conflict Management Consultant in private practice,
and an Adjunct Professor of Law at Columbia Law School. Roberto Velez, J.D., is
the Chief Administrative Law Judge of the New York City Office of Administrative
Trials and Hearings (“OATH”) and created the City of New York Center for Mediation Services at OATH. Professors Volpe and Bush were the Co-Directors of the
research project described in this Essay, and the co-authors of the proposal to the
William and Hewlett Foundation, solicited by then Conflict Resolution Program Officer Terry Amsler, which led to the grant that funded the project; a second research
grant was awarded to Dr. Volpe from the City University of New York Diversity
Projects Development Fund. The research team consisted of Volpe, Bush, Johnson,
Kwok, Tudy-Jackson, and Velez. The following research assistants provided invaluable assistance: Mia Allen, Jae Ko, and Kymberli Roberts of John Jay College of Criminal Justice-CUNY, and Kristen Siracusa of Hofstra Law School.
1. See generally Robert A. Baruch Bush, Dispute Resolution—The Domestic
Arena: Methods, Applications and Critical Issues, in BEYOND CONFRONTATION:
LEARNING CONFLICT RESOLUTION IN THE POST-COLD WAR ERA (J. Vasquez, J.
Johnson & L. Stamato eds., 1994). According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
“[e]mployment of arbitrators, mediators, and conciliators is expected to grow about as
fast as the average for all occupations through 2014.” U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,
BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK: JUDGES,
MAGISTRATES, AND OTHER JUDICIAL WORKERS 2 (2006), http://www.bls.gov/oco/pdf/
ocos272.pdf [hereinafter OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK].
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tioners in the field.2 Like many other fields, the availability and
presence of a diverse workforce makes good business sense. In
fact, diversity has become one of the cornerstones of good business
practice.3
2. Since the late 1980s, a number of initiatives have addressed diversity in the
ADR field. See, e.g., Marvin E. Johnson, Report From Participatory Dialogues Regarding Cultural Diversity in Alternative Dispute Resolution, SPIDR Annual Conference, 1994 and 1995 (on file with authors); Marvin E. Johnson, Second Report From
Participatory Dialogues Regarding Cultural Diversity in Alternative Dispute Resolution, SPIDR Annual Conference, 1996 and 1997 (on file with authors). The
Mediators of Color Alliance Network (“MOCANET”), a formal network whose purpose is to address the needs of mediators of color, was established as a result of the
informal discussions held during the annual conferences of the Society of Professionals in Dispute Resolution in the late 1980s and early 1990s. See MOCANETMediators of Color Alliance Network, About MOCANET, http://www.mocanet.org/
about.html (last visited Dec. 2, 2007). In 2002, Professor Floyd Weatherspoon of Capital University Law School started a national conference for minority professionals in
ADR. See Capital University Law School, 3rd National Training Institute of Minority
Professionals in Alternative Dispute Resolution, http://www.law.capital.edu/adr (last
visited Dec. 2, 2007).
In 2003, the JAMS Foundation and the ABA’s Section of Dispute Resolution created Access ADR as an “initiative to increase the number of ADR professionals from
ethnic and racial groups under-represented in the ADR field who are available for
selection by the users of ADR services.” Access ADR, Project Access ADR,
http://www.accessadr.org (last visited Dec. 2, 2007). In 2005, the New York State Bar
Association and the Association of the Bar of the City of New York launched a dialogue titled “Expanding the Pledge,” which attempted to increase awareness for diversity in the ADR Profession. See Posting of Elayne E. Greenberg to NYC-DR@list
server.jjay.cuny.edu (Oct. 11, 2005) (on file with authors). In 2006, the International
Institute for Conflict Prevention and Dispute Resolution (“CPR”) established a National Task Force on Diversity in ADR “to advocate the greater use by corporations
of diverse, nationally prominent mediators, arbitrators, advocates, counselors and
other participants in the ADR profession; and to make [the] CPR Institute more welcoming to members of diverse backgrounds and experience.” CPR-International Institute for Conflict Prevention & Resolution, CPR Committees and Their Members,
http://www.cpradr.org/committees.asp?M=4.1 (last visited Dec. 2, 2007) [hereinafter
CPR Committees and Their Members].
Two of the leading national ADR organizations have created diversity initiatives.
The Association for Conflict Resolution (“ACR”) established a Diversity and Equity
Network to implement ACR’s commitment “to diversity and equity in its membership, structure, and organizational work.” ACR-Association for Conflict Resolution,
ACR Diversity and Equity Committee, http://www.acrnet.org/about/committees/diversity.htm (last visited Dec. 2, 2007). The American Bar Association’s Section of
Dispute Resolution established a Standing Committee on Diversity. See American
Bar Association, Standing Committee on Diversity, http://www.abanet.org/dch/committee.cfm?com=DR014700 (last visited Dec. 2, 2007).
3. See generally U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, DIVERSITY MANAGEMENT: EXPERT-IDENTIFIED LEADING PRACTICES AND AGENCY EXAMPLES, GAO-0590 (2005), available at http://www.gao.gov/new.items/d0590.pdf; Geoffrey Colvin, The
50 Best Companies for Asians, Blacks & Hispanics: Companies That Pursue Diversity
Outperform the S&P 500. Coincidence? FORTUNE, July 19, 1999, at 52, available at
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For ADR, addressing the representativeness of its practitioners
is particularly crucial for a number of reasons.4 First, ADR as a
field champions inclusion.5 Second, like in many other fields where
clients need to trust practitioners, there is growing recognition
among ADR practitioners that the pool of individuals providing
services should, as much as possible, reflect the demographics of
the population they serve.6 Third, it is important that parties feel
that they can trust the neutral third party conducting their ADR
process, especially since many ADR processes bring participants
together behind closed doors and the discussions involve matters of
crucial importance to the livelihood or identity of the parties involved.7 Fourth, the ADR field is highly unregulated with no universal standards of practice.8
Given the importance of the many factors that challenge ADR,
there is a heightened obligation to ensure that parties feel comfortable with the professionals administering and conducting the process. Studies show that individuals involved in dispute resolution
processes feel more comfortable when they share some aspect of
http://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/fortune_archive/1999/07/19/263098/index.
htm.
4. See generally Floyd D. Weatherspoon, Eliminating Barriers for Minority ADR
Neutrals, ACRESOLUTION, Spring 2006, at 32 (discussing the need to eliminate existing discrimination within the ADR field), available at http://www.law.capital.edu/
Faculty/Publications/ACResolution_Weatherspoon.pdf.
5. See id.; see also Lamont E. Stallworth et al., Discrimination in the Workplace:
How Mediation Can Help, 56 DISP. RESOL. J. 35, 87 (2001) (“It is also imperative that
. . . systems are inclusive and ensure the full and fair participation of racial minorities
and women as . . . dispute resolvers. The absence of such . . . will raise serious questions and challenges about the integrity of these programs and . . . the ADR movement itself.”); ACR TASK FORCE ON MEDIATOR CERTIFICATION, REPORT AND
RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE ACR BOARD OF DIRECTORS (2004), http://www.acrnet.
org/pdfs/certificationreport2004.pdf (advocating a process that is accessible to a broad
range of practitioners, allows for diversity of practice and people, and “[e]mphasiz[es]
the core principles of party self-determination, impartiality and diversity in its
broadest sense”).
6. See, e.g., ELAINE PINDERHUGHES, UNDERSTANDING RACE, ETHNICITY AND
POWER: THE KEY TO EFFICACY IN CLINICAL PRACTICE (3d ed. 1989).
7. See, e.g., Deborah Henshaw Urbanski & Gloria M. Portela, Workplace Mediation: Are You Helping or Hindering?, 70 TEX. B.J. 582 (2007) (discussing the importance of workplace relationships to parties and how mediation can affect those
relationships).
8. See generally Robert A. Baruch Bush, One Size Does Not Fit All: A Pluralistic
Approach to Mediator Performance Testing and Quality Assurance, 19 OHIO ST. J. ON
DISP. RESOL. 965 (2004); Dorothy J. Della Noce, The Beaten Path to Mediator Quality
Assurance: The Emerging Narrative of Consensus and Its Institutional Functions, 19
OHIO ST. J. ON DISP. RESOL. 937 (2004).
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their identity with those guiding the process.9 Increasingly, dispute
resolution professionals have begun emphasizing the importance of
addressing identity-based concerns by writing about their own experiences.10 The present reality is that the dispute resolution field
does not include sufficient representation of practitioners from all
racial and ethnic groups.11
This Essay focuses on the exploratory research we conducted on
barriers to participation in ADR experienced by members of underrepresented racial and ethnic groups. Those who served as the
subjects of this research are involved in ADR in and around New
York City, an urban area with a very diverse population.12 Part I
discusses the methodology used to collect data. Part II examines
the myriad challenges faced in conducting the research. Part III
presents the study’s preliminary findings. Part IV delineates some
of the remedies identified by our research participants. Part V suggests questions for future research. Finally, Part VI considers the
significance of the study’s findings.
Overall, there has been a dearth of research regarding the barriers that prevent greater participation of underrepresented racial
and ethnic groups in the ADR field.13 This lack of research may be
9. See generally Gary LaFree & Christine Rack, The Effects of Particpants’
Ethnicity and Gender on Monetary Outcomes in Mediated and Adjudicated Civil
Cases, 30 LAW & SOC’Y REV 767 (1996).
10. See generally Diversity in Mediation Articles, http://www.mediate.com/diversity/index.cfm (last visited Dec. 3, 2007) (discussing cultural issues related to
mediation).
11. See Robert A. Baruch Bush & Lisa Blomgren Bingham, The Knowledge Gaps
Study: Unfinished Work, Open Questions, 23 CONFLICT RES. Q. 99, 106 (2005) [hereinafter Bush & Bingham, Knowledge Gaps]; Peter F. Phillips, ADR Continental Drift:
It Remains a White, Male Game, NAT’L L.J., Nov 27, 2006. See also Lisa Blomgren
Bingham, Commentary on the Knowledge Gaps Report: A Discussion of HewlettFunded Experts, 8 (Oct. 2004) (unpublished paper, on file with authors)
(“[P]articipants discussed the need for work regarding minorities in conflict resolution. This work needed to address both why minorities are under-represented in the
profession and among researchers on conflict resolution, and also how these processes
have an impact upon minority disputants and issues of race relations . . . . [M]ore
work is needed.”) [hereinafter Bingham, Commentary]; Joseph B. Stulberg, Minority
Participation in Dispute Resolution: A Project Proposal (unpublished, undated research proposal on file with authors) (describing both a lack of diversity in the ADR
field and the need for more empirical information on actual numbers of minority
participants).
12. For information on the breakdown of New York City’s diverse population, see
New York Quick Facts from the U.S. Census Bureau, http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/
states/36/3651000.html (last visited Dec. 3, 2007).
13. See Weatherspoon, supra note 4. For a bibliography of the relevant literature,
see Maria R. Volpe, Mediation, Conflict Resolution, and Diversity: A Selected Bibliography, http://johnjay.jjay.cuny.edu/dispute/pubs_bibliographies4.asp (last visited
Dec. 2, 2007). As part of its Diversity Task Force initiative, the CPR Institute for
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attributed to the newness of the field and to the fact that researchers have not yet empirically addressed the issue of under-representation.14 An equally compelling explanation is that there is
something inherent in the makeup of the dispute resolution field
that makes it difficult to conduct the necessary research.15
I.

THE “BARRIERS TO PARTICIPATION” RESEARCH
STUDY: METHODOLOGY

The Barriers Research Study, conducted in New York City, examined factors affecting participation, or lack thereof, by underrepresented racial and ethnic groups in the “supply” side of the
dispute resolution field, which includes practitioners, educators,
administrators, and trainers.16 The study used an exploratory, inductive, and qualitative approach.17 The researchers gathered ten
groups of three to seven individuals for meetings at John Jay College of Criminal Justice of the City University of New York. These
two to three hour sessions took place over the course of one year
from June 2005 to June 2006. In December 2006, all research participants convened for a final gathering.18 In total, the researchers
interviewed fifty people who have been involved in dispute resolution work as educators, mediators, arbitrators, facilitators, trainers,
Dispute Resolution has developed an ADR Diversity Survey, which is “designed to
be promulgated by companies to their outside law firms to measure and encourage
the frequency and use of women and minorities in settlement negotiations, arbitration, and litigation.” CPR Committees and Their Members, supra note 2.
14. See generally Bush & Bingham, Knowledge Gaps, supra note 11; Bingham,
Commentary, supra note 11; Stulberg, supra note 11.
15. See discussion infra Part II.
16. This research grew out of 2004 discussions at the final meeting of the Hewlett
Foundation-funded conflict resolution centers. Academics present at the meeting
considered what ADR-related knowledge gaps remained to be researched. The unpublished transcripts of the Barrier Research Study, conducted between June 6, 2005
and June 21, 2006, and the final gathering on December 12, 2006 are on file at the
CUNY Dispute Resolution Consortium.
17. An exploratory, inductive, and qualitative research approach puts the emphasis on the collection of in-depth data from the participants without predetermining the
direction of the research inquiry. See Michael Quinn Patton, QUALITATIVE RESEARCH AND EVALUATION METHODS, 55-56 (3d ed. 2002). In order to explore the
barriers perceived by participants, the research team began each session with an
open-ended question that asked each participant to share how he or she became involved in ADR. The research team then engaged the research participants in informal, unstructured small group interviews where the researchers asked general
questions about the barriers they experienced and remedies they thought might work.
This informal discussion between the research team members and the participants
always stimulated subsequent questions and deepened the discussion.
18. All of the sessions, except one, were held during evening hours. Participants
received a modest stipend for participating in each of the research sessions.

R
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ombuds persons, and administrators. The research participants
were chosen based on information about their status as members
of underrepresented groups.19
The researchers used open-ended questioning and follow-up discussions in order to explore and further develop hypotheses about
barriers to supply-side participation.20 The researchers recorded
the meetings and transcribed the audio tapes. The research team
analyzed the transcripts to identify themes in the comments that
addressed or refined the team’s hypotheses, or suggested alternative hypotheses.21 The researchers who guided small group meetings also elicited participants’ views on how and to what extent
barriers to participation could be reduced.
Lastly, at the end of all of the small group sessions, the researchers invited all of the participants to a large group gathering where
the research team shared its preliminary findings. There, participants had an opportunity to provide the researchers with additional insights and to network with other participants.22
The research team framed its study as an inquiry into the validity
of the following three hypotheses. First, underrepresented racial
and ethnic groups still face discrimination and injustices that are
perceived as requiring more aggressive, adversarial methods of addressing concerns. The result of this discrimination and injustice is
that individuals from underrepresented racial and ethnic groups
with a public interest orientation are less likely to find dispute resolution work meaningful and justifiable.23 Second, underrepresented racial and ethnic groups still face an unequal economic
playing field, and therefore cannot afford to devote substantial
time to pro bono, volunteer, or low-paying work that is typical for
the dispute resolution field. As a result, the participation of under19. See infra Part II.B for a detailed discussion of the definition of “underrepresented” in this research.
20. The small group interview method is an accepted qualitative research methodology. See, e.g., Bush & Bingham, Knowledge Gaps, supra note 11, at 100; James R.
Antes et al., Transforming Conflict Interactions in the Workplace: Documented Effects
of the USPS REDRESS Program, 18 HOFSTRA LAB. & EMP. L. J. 429, 429-31 (2001).
21. Preliminary research findings summarized below do not include a discussion of
the proposed or alternative hypotheses for future research.
22. All of the participants were advised that only those who had attended one of
the small group sessions would be permitted to attend the large group gathering. By
participating in this gathering, they would reveal their identity to other research participants. The attendees did not receive a list of participants.
23. This hypothesis emerged from the work of some minority ADR critics, who
see “informal justice” as inconsistent with minority concerns for equality. See, e.g.,
Delgado et al., Fairness and Formality: Minimizing the Risk of Prejudice in Alternative
Dispute Resolution, 1985 WIS. L. REV. 1359 (1985).
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represented groups in the ADR field is compromised.24 Third, because of different social or cultural traditions and orientations, core
assumptions about human behavior that permeate work in mainstream North American conflict resolution processes do not resonate with underrepresented racial and ethnic groups.25 For
example, there may be differences in views about the relative importance of characteristics such as rationality versus emotion and
expressiveness, autonomy versus belonging and community, linear
versus cyclical development, structure versus flow, and the material
versus the spiritual.26 As a result of these differences, ADR practitioners from underrepresented groups are pressured to utilize
processes based on mainstream premises, which may be substantially different than those processes these practitioners would otherwise employ. This dissonance between the values or cultural
orientation of underrepresented racial and ethnic groups and the
mainstream discourage their participation.27
In addition to the aforementioned hypotheses, the research team
discussed with the participants a wide range of topics, including
how dispute resolution was managed in their countries of origin,
what they focused on while conducting training programs, and how
they used their skills in other settings. While this Essay will not
analyze the project’s findings in depth, the validity of the second
and third hypotheses were confirmed by the data. The first hypothesis was not central to the work of the research participants
involved in the project. Thus, their comments related to this hypothesis tended neither to confirm nor negate its validity.

24. See infra Part II.A.3 for a discussion of the dominance of volunteerism and pro
bono work as an organizing principle for the ADR field.
25. See, e.g., Cherise D. Hairston, African Americans in Mediation Literature: A
Neglected Population, 16 MEDIATION Q. 357, 358-59 (1999) (discussing the need for
the development of mediation literature about African Americans).
26. See, e.g., Jeremy A. Blumenthal, Law and the Emotions: The Problems of Affective Forecasting, 80 IND. L.J. 155 (2005); Christina Cooley, Maximizing Patient Autonomy Through Expanded Medical Surrogacy Mediation, 30 LAW & PSYCHOL. REV.
229 (2006); Jeremy Waldron, Particular Values and Critical Morality, 77 CAL. L. REV.
561 (1989).
27. This hypothesis emerged from some commentaries on the values held by traditional and nonwestern cultures. See, e.g., Kevin Avruch & Peter W. Black, Conflict
Resolution in Intercultural Settings, in CONFLICT RESOLUTION THEORY AND PRACTICE: INTEGRATION AND APPLICATION 131, 140-41 (D.J.D. Sandole & H. van der
Merwe eds., 1993).
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Many of the challenges experienced while conducting the study
are similar to those experienced by other researchers conducting
qualitative analysis in a wide range of contexts. Among the myriad
challenges were creation of research instruments, access to subjects, representativeness of subjects, determination of sample size,
coding of data, validity and reliability of data, accuracy of transcripts, and managing biases. Additionally, for small, local research efforts such as this study, there are always concerns about
“generalizability” of the data. In our study, the research participants were drawn from a large urban area, and may not have been
a truly representative sample of ADR practitioners generally.28 In
short, researchers must be cautious when presenting the findings of
qualitative research and should carefully avoid any overly broad,
sweeping statements when drawing research-based conclusions.
Central to the success of this research project was the ability of a
six-member, ethnically and racially diverse research team to manage a wide range of challenges presented by the composition of the
team and the complexity of the study. The researchers learned
how to work together as a diverse team—to employ appropriate
language; to bring together diverse groups of research subjects; to
have frank, open discussions about the most sensitive topics involving race, ethnicity, and other potential barriers; and to keep reminding themselves and others that this was primarily a research
project rather than an action-oriented social change effort.29
A.

Broad Challenges Inherent in ADR Research

The nature of the ADR field presents a wide range of challenges
to researchers.30 For a variety of reasons, there is no way to readily
and easily access research subjects in the dispute resolution field.
Partially, this problem stems from the newness of the field and the
incompleteness of efforts to develop academic infrastructure for
knowledge acquisition and sharing. It can also be attributed to the
inaccessibility of scholars, experts, and future practitioners. Other
challenges resulted from the nature of the field that has emerged
28. For example, this research raises questions about whether underrepresented
groups in non-urban areas experience the same barriers.
29. On many occasions during the research sessions, participants asked the research team members to pursue remedies in an effort to reduce barriers. Some inquirers assumed that the team members were in a position to do something about the
identified barriers.
30. See infra notes 31-51 and accompanying text.
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through private and informal processes often provided by volunteers in small, low budget programs. Unsurprisingly, several broad
challenges inherent in the ADR field affected the Barriers Research Study.
1.

No Academic Home

Most professions have academic homes in the institutions where
future practitioners prepare for work in their field.31 In contrast,
the ADR field, for the most part, does not have a high profile academic home in institutions of higher education.32 While many academic institutions offer a wide variety of ADR courses and have
established numerous academic programs in ADR,33 there is no
identifiable “college” of dispute resolution related to any academic
institution.34
2.

No Universally Acknowledged Knowledge Base

No universal professional organizations, regulating bodies, or educational entities exist to delineate the requisite core knowledge
and skills necessary to be considered an ADR practitioner.35 Without universal standards, identifying who can or should be considered an ADR practitioner remains difficult. Many practitioners
31. See, e.g., John A. Ramseyer, A Concept of Departmentalization in a Professional College, 9 THEORY INTO PRACTICE 261 (1970); Joan S. Stark et al., A Conceptual Framework for the Study of Preservice Professional Programs in Colleges and
Universities, 57 J. HIGHER ED. 231, 231-32 (1986).
32. See Brian Polkinghorn, A Comparative Analysis of Developmental Trends in
Graduate Conflict Resolution Programs in the United States and Canada, 2005 Annual Conference of the Association for Conflict Resolution, Minneapolis, MN (Sept.
29, 2005) (on file with authors).
33. For information about law school courses related to dispute resolution, see
the American Bar Association Dispute Resolution Course Offerings Directory,
http://www.law.uoregon.edu/aba (last visited Dec. 3, 2007). See also Polkinghorn,
supra note 32.
34. See generally Bush & Bingham, Knowledge Gaps, supra note 11, at 115; Bingham, Commentary, supra note 11, at 3, 5-6.
35. See generally John Lande, Principles for Policymaking About Collaborative
Law and Other ADR Processes, 22 OHIO ST. J. ON DISP. RESOL. 619 (2007), available
at http://law.missouri.edu/lande/publications/Lande%20ADR%20policymaking.pdf;
Julie Macfarlane, Mediating Ethically: The Limits of Codes of Conduct and the Potential of a Reflective Practice Model, 40 OSGOODE HALL L.J. 49 (2002) (arguing that
voluntary codes of ethics for mediators make unrealistic assumptions about the nature
of ethical dilemmas that arise in mediation, including that there are generally “right”
and “wrong” responses across contextual settings, when in fact practitioners employ
various techniques and have different philosophies and goals, leaving room for much
discretion).

R
R
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enter the field through unique and atypical career paths.36 For example, in this study, participants included lawyers, therapists, educators, community organizers, youth workers, government officials,
and program administrators. For ADR researchers, not having a
uniform core body of knowledge makes it challenging to identify
who should be included in a study like the one undertaken by the
Barriers team.
3.

Volunteerism as a Dominant Principle

Adding to the challenges facing ADR researchers is the dominance of volunteerism and pro bono work as a way to enter the
field.37 This increases the difficulty of accessing practitioners in
identifiable venues. Keeping track of volunteers who come and go
can be daunting for small, local, low-budget programs. As a result,
researchers may be unable to access a large number of subjects.
Moreover, in the Barriers Research Study, the need to identify
practitioners who were members of certain underrepresented
groups exacerbated the challenge.
4.

No Database or Clearinghouse

There is no readily accessible ADR database or clearinghouse—
at any level or in any context—that provides accurate information
about how many practitioners exist, how many cases they handle,
and who exactly handles them.38 Information about remuneration
and case volume in the field is either vague or unavailable. For
example, PayScale, Inc. maintains a global online compensation
database, “[w]ith the world’s largest database of individual em36. See STEPHEN B. GOLDBERG ET AL., DISPUTE RESOLUTION: NEGOTIATION,
MEDIATION, AND OTHER PROCESSES 571-84 (Stephen B. Goldberg ed., 2007); see also
Cindy Fazzi, Are You Ready to Make Mediation Your Day Job?, 57 DISP. RESOL. J. 87
(2003) (reviewing FORREST S. MOSTEN, MEDIATION CAREER GUIDE: A STRATEGIC
APPROACH TO BUILDING A SUCCESSFUL PRACTICE (2001)); Arup Varma & Lamont
E. Stallworth, The Use of Alternative Dispute Resolution Mechanisms in the Workplace: An Empirical Study, 2 J. ALTERNATIVE DISP. RESOL. 71 (2000); Ettie Ward,
Mandatory Court-Annexed Alternative Dispute Resolution in the United States Federal
Courts: Panacea or Pandemic?, 81 ST. JOHN’S L. REV. 77 (2007).
37. This phenomenon is well known and obvious to anyone who has worked in the
ADR field. See, e.g., Andrea Chasen, After Disaster Strikes: Do I Volunteer as a
Mediator?, 13 DISPUTE RESOL. MAG. 1, Fall 2006, at 21.
38. For basic information on conflict resolution, see The Conflict Resolution Information Source, University of Colorado, http://www.crinfo.org (last visited Dec. 2,
2007). The database does not include the type of quantitative data mentioned in this
Essay.
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ployee compensation profiles.”39 Nevertheless, it lumps mediators,
arbitrators, and conciliators into one category.40 Further, to make
possible large-scale research relating to barriers to entry into the
field, researchers must have access to numbers of practitioners, areas of practice, levels of compensation, and other verifiable and
trustworthy data.41
Collectively, all these impediments to a clear understanding of
who is an ADR practitioner and how one becomes an ADR practitioner make it difficult for researchers to identify subjects who can
participate in a study on the barriers to participation facing ADR
practitioners.
B.

Specific Challenges to the Barriers Research Study

In addition to broad challenges presented by the very nature of
the ADR field, the Barriers research team experienced a variety of
39. See PayScale, About Us, http://www.payscale.com/about.asp (last visited Dec,
4, 2007).
40. For PayScale’s salary data for mediators, arbitrators, and conciliators, see
PayScale—Compensation Data, http://www.payscale.com/cost-of-living-calculator.
aspx?to=New%20York_New%20York&jobtitle=arbitrator (last visited Dec. 8, 2007).
PayScale reports that the salary range for arbitrators, mediators, and conciliators in
New York City is from $45,655 to $86,332. The Bureau of Labor Statistics reports that
“arbitrators, mediators, and conciliators earned a median of $54,760.” See OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK, supra note 1. For the most part, information about
remuneration and case volume for ADR practitioners remains highly anecdotal with
information often shared informally through word of mouth. To provide an overview
of which programs offer compensated and pro bono opportunities in New York City,
the CUNY Dispute Resolution Consortium has compiled a list of compensated and
pro bono opportunities in mediation in New York City to assist those who receive
requests for employment in the ADR field. See CUNY Dispute Resolution Consortium (“DRC”) at John Jay College, http://johnjay.jjay.cuny.edu/dispute/docs/Compensated_and_Pro_Bono_List.pdf (last visited Dec. 1, 2007). The CUNY DRC’s list does
not include detailed information about remuneration for programs that provide compensation, since it is daunting to maintain up-to-date information about ongoing
changes that are difficult to track. In New York City, “average fees . . . are $200 per
hour for family mediation, $200-350 per hour for workplace and commercial cases,
and $100 per hour or $500-800 per case or session for federal sector cases.” See DRC
at John Jay College, Tips for Becoming a Mediator in New York City, http://johnjay.
jjay.cuny.edu/dispute/resources_tipsformediators.asp (last visited Dec. 1, 2007).
41. See Bush & Bingham, Knowledge Gaps, supra note 11, at 113-15; Bingham,
Commentary, supra note 11, at 11-12. Even when data is available, it is often vague.
See supra notes 39-40 and accompanying text. The New York Unified Court System’s
Office of Alternative Dispute Resolution has compiled comprehensive data about
community dispute resolution programs funded by the state in each of its sixty-two
counties. See New York State Alternative Dispute Resolution, http://www.courts.
state.ny.us/ip/adr/about.shtml (last visited Dec. 1, 2007). Even so, information about
any dispute resolution efforts outside of state-funded programs, whether involving
not-for-profit or for-profit organizations, is not, to these authors’ knowledge, available in any one location or database.
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challenges unique to its research project. The following challenges
were the most prominent.
1.

Creation of a Representative Research Team

At the outset of the project, the most immediate research challenge emerged around the creation of the research team. Related
to this was a concern about determining specific groups to be studied. These concerns were interrelated since the composition of the
research team needed to match that of the study groups, and the
groups chosen needed to be reflective of the dominant underrepresented groupings, not only among minority populations in the
New York City metropolitan area, but among practitioners in the
ADR field. Assessing the landscape of underrepresented racial
and ethnic groups in the New York City metropolitan area is very
complicated because of the area’s immense diversity. After much
discussion, the co-principal investigators resolved the first challenge by selecting representatives from three underrepresented
groups in the New York City metropolitan area to serve on the
research team, namely African Americans, Latinos, and Asian
Americans. It is important to note that in the New York City metropolitan area there is tremendous diversity within each of these
groups.42
2.

Selection of Research Participants

Once selected, the research team members engaged in an exhaustive process of examining both the diversity of the ADR field
in the New York City metropolitan area and potential groups to
study. They paid very careful attention to the wide array of underrepresented groups identified by a variety of characteristics, including race, ethnicity, gender, age, sexual orientation, and disability.
The team made a key decision to focus this research project primarily on people of color—the group that has historically been the
most underrepresented in many sectors of the United States job
market.43
42. See supra note 12.
43. See generally Samuel Bagenstos, The Structural Turn and the Limits of Antidiscrimination Law, 94 CAL. L. REV. 1 (2006). Evidence of underrepresentation of people of color in the workforce, especially in selected professions, is readily available in
any literature search focusing on diversity, affirmative action, and discrimination in
the workplace. A wide range of educational, job recruitment, and legislative initiatives addressed the disparities in workplace representation in the United States since
the Civil Rights Act of 1994. See, e.g., U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, http://www.eeoc.gov (last visited Dec. 2, 2007).
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3. Language
At the outset, the research team discussed the language it would
use to describe the individuals who participated in the project, recognizing early on that language is a sensitive and important subject
in discussions related to people of color.44 In fact, some of the research team’s most profound and project-altering discussions centered on the use of the term “minority.” At its first session, the
team brainstormed by discussing all of the images the term brought
to mind. Included in their list were: unimportant, underdog, insignificant, lesser, powerless, small, minor, different, and underage.45
Overall, the images were not positive in tone.
The struggle with the language and its proper usage continued
throughout the research project. At different points in time, the
team used different terms, among them: minorities, underrepresented groups, people of color, racial and ethnic groups, and
diversity. While at the outset the team decided to use “people of
color” for the project, and used this phrase consistently and prominently, at the final large group session with the research participants some participants objected to the use of the phrase.
Throughout the study, the research team emphasized the importance of using non-humiliating language. While the term “minority” embodies a “shortcut” to defining under-representation and is
easily recognizable, it also carries humiliating connotations. Thus,
the research team decided to use “underrepresented racial and ethnic groups” as the key descriptor of the research subjects.
4. Recruitment of Research Subjects
Although a stipend was an important incentive, it was not sufficient to attract some individuals to the interview group sessions,
primarily because the timing of the interviews was not convenient
for them. On the other hand, the team found that snowball sampling techniques46 did help in recruiting participants. Snowball
sampling refers to a research method where the researchers identify research subjects representative of the population and then ask
them to identify others who meet the criteria for inclusion. In par44. See, e.g., Philip Gleason, Minorities (Almost) All: The Minority Concept in
American Social Thought, 43 AM. Q. 392 (1991).
45. See also Larry Purnell, Minority Groups: An Outdated Concept?, 48 J. ADVANCED NURSING 429 (2004), available at http://www.blackwell-synergy.com/doi/pdf/
10.1111/j.1365-2648.2004.03224.x (describing the term “minority” as “carr[ying] the
connotation of lesser than, or not as important as, the majority”).
46. See, e.g., DANIEL F. CHAMBLISS & RUSSELL K. SCHUTT, MAKING SENSE OF
THE SOCIAL WORLD: METHODS OF INVESTIGATION, 101-02 (2d ed. 2006).
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ticular, recruitment was easiest when there were preexisting relationships between research participants and the team members or
between research participants and other prospective research
participants.
5.

Identification of Multiple Identities

Once the research team agreed to focus on people of color, it
continued to face the challenge of identifying those with mixed
backgrounds within the broad category of “people of color.” For
example, how would the team classify a Black Latino, Black Asian,
or Latino Asian? The researchers relied on the research participants to describe their identity.
6.

Adequate Representation Within Selected Groupings

The research team faced a major challenge in trying to identify
sufficient participants from specific underrepresented racial and
ethnic groups. For instance, Native Americans who are underrepresented in the general population and more specifically in the
New York City metropolitan area, by extension were not identifiable as ADR practitioners for this study.47
7.

Identifying of ADR Practitioners

Another major challenge arose when the research team attempted to classify what constitutes an ADR practitioner. The
ADR umbrella is enormous, with countless practitioners doing
ADR-related work, including facilitation, conciliation, mediation,
arbitration, and a variety of related hybrid processes such as
ombuds-work and med-arb.48 The research team relied on a very
broad definition of an ADR practitioner, so as to include all those
who had been trained in any of the ADR processes. All who participated were knowledgeable about the distinctions among the
processes. The group of research participants included educators,
mediators, arbitrators, facilitators, trainers, ombudspersons, and
administrators. On at least one occasion, individuals noted that,
although they were trained in an ADR process and remained very
interested in the field, they did not consider themselves ADR practitioners because they were not employed in an ADR-specific job.
47. See generally Laura Rothstein, The LSAT, U.S. News & World Report, and
Minority Admissions: Special Challenges and Special Opportunities for Law School
Deans, 80 ST. JOHN’S L. REV. 257 (2006).
48. See generally GOLDBERG ET AL., supra note 36.
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Homogeneous or Heterogeneous Groups

The research team labored over how to compose small groups
for the interview sessions. In particular, the key concern was
whether the groups should be homogenous or heterogeneous. The
question underlying this challenge was whether research participants would have different, and more revealing, conversations
when situated among people from similar racial or ethnic
backgrounds.
9.

Protection of Research Lists

While protection of research participant lists is common to all
research projects, once the Barriers Research Study gained visibility, there were many requests to gain access to the lists, since this
was the first time such lists had been assembled in New York
City.49 For example, numerous ADR organizations in the New
York City metropolitan area were interested in diversifying their
rosters and saw the compilation of names as very attractive and
useful.50 The fundamentals of “human subjects research ethics”
prohibit the release of identifying information without consent.51
As a result, the research team felt a strong need to carefully safeguard the anonymity of research participants.
10.

Requests to Address Identified Barriers

Interest in reducing and removing barriers was often apparent,
and the research team had to remind the participants that this was
not an “action project” designed to remedy barriers to participation. The nature of the group discussions, which identified and examined many frustrating barriers, often led participants into
discussions about what could be done to remove these barriers. As
a result, on many occasions the research team had to remind the
research participants that the goal of the project was to conduct
research on the barriers and collect data, leaving the question of
49. Research participants, as well as dispute resolution program administrators,
who became aware of the research project constantly reminded research team members that no one had ever seen extensive lists of underrepresented groups.
50. Many ADR program administrators who sought ways to diversify their programs approached research team members.
51. OFFICE FOR HUMAN RESEARCH PROTECTION, PROTECTING HUMAN RESEARCH SUBJECTS: INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD GUIDEBOOK, ch. III.B (1993),
available at http://www.hhs.gov/ohrp/irb/irb_chapter3.htm#e2 (“Informed consent is
one of the primary ethical requirements underpinning research with human subjects;
it reflects the basic principle of respect for persons.”) (emphasis omitted). See generally Human Subject Protection Regulations, 45 C.F.R. § 46 (West 2007).
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remedies for those who could pursue a social action-oriented
agenda.
11.

Opportunity for All Research Subjects to Meet

Many of the research participants voiced an interest in meeting
all of the other participants to form an alliance for action to remove or lower the barriers. For some, the interview group sessions
were the first time they had an opportunity to be in a room with so
many others with the same identity. Many participants mentioned
that they were often “the only one in the room” from their own
racial and ethnic group in ADR settings. In response, the research
team decided to address the matter directly by adding a large
group session at the conclusion of the research project and inviting
all who participated in the small group interview sessions. This
large group gathering provided an opportunity for research participants to meet the other participants and discuss matters of mutual
interest. This gathering was organized with the full understanding
that the participants would meet other participants and that all of
them had received assurances of confidentiality. Even though
some individuals outside the project had heard about the meeting
and wanted to attend, the research team only permitted those who
had participated in the research project to join the meeting. At the
session, the participants were provided with an opportunity to introduce themselves, to hear a report on the preliminary findings,
and to network informally. Additionally, to continue the networking, those who were interested signed up to meet again to discuss
and brainstorm possible next steps.
C.

Challenges: The Unique Nature of Conducting Qualitative
Research on Racial and Ethnic Barriers

Challenges are common to all research projects. The research on
barriers to participation of underrepresented racial and ethnic
groups in the dispute resolution field faced many of the challenges
experienced by other researchers who conduct emergent, exploratory, qualitative research projects.52 Generally, in such projects,
researchers have to be very cautious about making any generalizations until further work is undertaken. The challenges for the Barriers project were even more difficult because the research study
sought to examine a field where the identification of, access to, and
52. See Joseph P. Folger, Mediation Research: Studying Transformative Effects, 18
HOFSTRA LAB. & EMP. L. J. 385 (2001).
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recruitment of research subjects remained a daunting and sensitive
exercise.
Finally, the research team has found that there is a tremendous
interest in better understanding barriers to participation. The team
received requests to expand this project beyond the New York City
metropolitan area. As a result of this research, the team found that
there is a variety of topics that would benefit from further research,
including what barrier-lowering initiatives have been attempted
thus far and how well they have succeeded.
III.

PRELIMINARY FINDINGS OF THE BARRIERS
RESEARCH PROJECT

Mindful of the above caution about avoiding the temptation to
draw generalizations from the Barriers research results, this Essay
nevertheless presents—as an important and useful starting point
for a more systematic discussion—a summary of the preliminary
findings with regard to perceived barriers to participation of members of underrepresented racial and ethnic groups in the ADR
field. As described above, the research team assembled a set of
transcripts of small group meetings and then thematically analyzed
those transcripts.53 The analysis identified themes that emerged as
patterns in the transcripts regarding the participants’ perceptions
of barriers to participation.54 The themes fell into three general
categories organized below in a form easily accessible to the reader
along with a detailed discussion of the perceived barriers reported
in each category.
It is important to note that the barriers listed below represent
perceived barriers—conditions perceived by underrepresented racial and ethnic groups as real impediments to their participation in
the field. These findings do not claim that the perceptions of the
research participants are “proven” in some objective and measured
53. Members of the research team received audiotape transcripts for each small
group interview session. By September 26, 2006, all small group sessions were over,
and the whole research team met to discuss the next steps for data analysis. The
research team agreed to divide into pairs which would lead comprehensive reviews
and coding of up to three transcripts. During the next two months, the team pairs met
and identified themes they found in the transcripts they were responsible for. Each
pair of researchers also e-mailed its themes to the other research team members. On
November 21, 2007, the research team came together to compare the themes and
identify common themes across the groups. The research team compiled preliminary
results into a presentation to be delivered at the large group gathering of research
participants on December 4, 2007.
54. Thematic analysis is an accepted method of qualitative research. See Bush &
Bingham, Knowledge Gaps, supra note 11; see also Folger, supra note 52.
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sense. At the same time, these perceptions of barriers shared by
many of the research participants indicate some likelihood that the
listed barriers are real, and therefore, deserve further investigation
to confirm their existence and severity.
The three general categories of perceived barriers are: (1) universal barriers that affect all persons interested in participation in
the ADR field that are exacerbated for selected underrepresented
racial and ethnic groups; (2) specific barriers that affect members
of certain underrepresented racial and ethnic groups; and (3) constraints or barriers that particularly affect members of underrepresented racial and ethnic groups already participating in the
ADR field. In all of these categories, the barriers identified include obstacles to entering, remaining in, and advancing in ADR.
The overview below identifies specific perceived barriers for each
general category.
A.

Universal Barriers: Exacerbated for Selected
Underrepresented Racial and Ethnic Groups

The study participants identified many barriers that affect all
persons who seek to enter the ADR field, regardless of race or
ethnicity. The study participants, however, perceived some of
these barriers being higher and more daunting for people from underrepresented racial and ethnic groups. Therefore, the research
team considered such barriers as barriers to participation within
the meaning of this study, even though the research team recognized their effect on other social groups. Barriers in this category
generally fall into one or more of the three groups listed below.55
1.

Informational and Professional Barriers

Some perceived barriers stem from a lack of accessible information about the ADR field, or from professional influences prevalent in the field.
• No clear entry point. It is hard for would-be entrants to find the
“door” that leads to a career in ADR. Those who want to enter
the ADR field must be able to take an “entrepreneurial” perspective and approach, “marketing” themselves to different
types of gatekeepers.
• No clear career path. Even if a would-be entrant can find an
entry point into ADR, there is no clear path forward with recog55. See supra note 53 for an account of the data analysis.
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nized educational or professional credentials to pursue—no “yellow brick road.”
Elusiveness of the ADR profession. It is not clear what constitutes an ADR occupation or position, given the many and varied
forms of ADR.
Raising the bar on credentials. With increased pressure for
“quality assurance,” the tendency to raise requirements for participation becomes a barrier that affects underrepresented ethnic
and racial groups in particular, because this pressure eliminates
interested ADR practitioners, raises training costs without increasing prospects of employment, and reduces openness to the
field for underrepresented ethnic and racial groups.
Ambiguity about what constitutes acceptable credentials. Apart
from increasing credential requirements, there is no consensus
about what credentials “count.” Therefore, acquiring credentials
does not necessarily improve chances for participation.
Domination of the ADR field by the legal profession. Because of
the previous two factors, ADR services are increasingly connected to courts, with lawyers dominating the field.56 Since racial and ethnic groups are underrepresented in the legal
profession, this affects participation in the increasingly lawyerdominated ADR field.57
2.

Social and Institutional Barriers

Some perceived barriers result from particular social and institutional patterns that exist in the ADR field. Research participants
indicated that the following prevalent arrangements posed barriers
to their participation:
• Limited access and penetration of established networks. Although there are networks of ADR providers which have established identities and client bases, there is little access to these
56. See Nancy A. Welsh, The Thinning Vision of Self-Determination in Court-Connected Mediation: The Inevitable Price of Institutionalization?, 6 HARV. NEGOT. L.
REV. 1, 21-27 (2001); Deborah R. Hensler, In Search of ‘Good’ Mediation: Rhetoric,
Practice and Empiricism, in HANDBOOK OF JUSTICE RESEARCH IN LAW 231, 236-37 n.
30 (J. Sanders & V. L. Hamilton eds., 2001); see also Laura Nader, Controlling
Processes in the Practice of Law: Hierarchy and Pacification in the Movement to ReForm Dispute Ideology, 9 OHIO ST. J. ON DISP. RESOL. 1, 3, 6-7 (1993); Brad Spangler,
Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR), BEYOND INTRACTABILITY, June 2003, http://
www.beyondintractability.org/essay/adr/.
57. See EXECUTIVE SUMMARY, COMMISSION ON RACIAL AND ETHNIC DIVERSITY
IN THE PROFESSION, AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION, http://www.abanet.org/minorities/
publications/milesummary.html (last visited Dec. 1, 2007).
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networks, especially for underrepresented racial and ethnic
groups.
Limited access to compensated rosters. The previous factor applies with equal or greater force to gaining positions on rosters
for compensated work.
Limited opportunity for repeat selection. Even when an individual gains access to networks and rosters and is selected for work,
repeat selection does not necessarily follow, especially for underrepresented racial and ethnic groups.
Lack of mentors. Entrants into the ADR field have difficulty
finding mentors, whether from their own racial or ethnic groups
or not. Since there are a very limited number of established “minority” ADR professionals, the difficulty in finding mentors with
whom one shares an identity is greater for underrepresented racial and ethnic groups.
Difficulty in finding role models. Unsurprisingly, the previous
point applies with equal force with regard to finding role models,
especially from one’s own underrepresented group.
3.

Economic Barriers

Some barriers exist because of the economic arrangements that
prevail in the ADR field. Among the economic barriers identified
in this research are:
• Limited amount of paid work because many systems depend on
volunteerism, low-paid, or pro bono work. The ADR field, including mediation and arbitration, relies on high levels of volunteers or low-paid service by providers, which makes the
opportunities for appropriately paid work very scarce. Because
of economic factors, it is harder for underrepresented racial and
ethnic groups to pursue such unpaid or low-paid opportunities if
they do not lead to compensated work.
• Lack of information about compensated work. Even when opportunities for paid work exist, information about such opportunities is hard to find. In particular, it is difficult to find
information on how much work exists, how one gets work, and
the level of compensation for that work.
• Underdeveloped market. The overall market for ADR is small—
smaller than many of its advocates have envisioned and claimed.
Consequently, there is less “pie” to divide, and the division usually disfavors people from underrepresented racial and ethnic
groups.
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• Lack of public knowledge about ADR. Along the lines of the
previous point, promotion of ADR has not penetrated the public. Therefore, marketing to clients cannot rely on general
knowledge of the provided ADR services.
B.

Specific Barriers Perceived by Selected Racial and
Ethnic Groups

The study’s participants perceived some barriers as specifically
affecting underrepresented racial and ethnic group members who
seek involvement in the ADR field. Barriers in this category fall
under one or more of the three types listed below.58
1.

Informational and Professional Barriers

Some barriers stem from a lack of accessible information about
the ADR field among people in underrepresented racial and ethnic
groups or from professional influences that operate in the field to
their disadvantage.
• ADR is perceived as a “gated” community. The field seems
closed to outsiders since many ADR activities occur behind
closed doors, and it is hard to see what is going on inside. Because of the barriers related to career paths and access to information about the field, the walls around the field seem
impenetrable for all, and especially for young individuals in underrepresented racial and ethnic groups who might be interested
in pursuing a career in the field. This barrier seemed to capture
the essence of many of the other perceived barriers.
• Limited likelihood of being chosen for ADR work. “Gatekeepers” who select mediators or arbitrators usually do not belong to
underrepresented racial and ethnic groups and tend not to know
many “minority” ADR providers. Therefore, they are unlikely
to choose individuals from underrepresented racial and ethnic
groups for the work they control. The perception is that the classic “old boys’ club” operates in the ADR field and limits opportunities for “minority” participation.
• Not enough ADR work, and unequal distribution of the work that
does exist. As noted above, due to poor marketing and development of the field, the overall ADR “pie” is smaller than it could
be and, just like the overall economic pie in the United States, is
unequally distributed.
58. See supra note 53 for an account of the data analysis.
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Social, Institutional, and Cultural Barriers

Some barriers result from particular social and institutional patterns that specifically affect members of underrepresented racial
and ethnic groups seeking involvement in ADR.
• Cultural views about working without being properly compensated. Strongly held values and attitudes make it difficult for underrepresented racial and ethnic groups in the ADR field to feel
satisfied about accepting unpaid or low-paid work. Since a great
deal of entry-level ADR work is volunteer or low-paid, this
serves as a barrier to participation. Such cultural views include,
for example, the following: (1) No pay/low-pay work is connected to some extent with “exploitation” and could very well be
seen by African Americans as a reminder of slavery and racial
exploitation; (2) The struggle to achieve a college degree should
lead to paid jobs; (3) Family pressure creates expectations for job
security, a regular paycheck, and low-risk—for example, government—employment.
• No role models in “my community.” Communities of color include very few individuals who have succeeded in the ADR field
and thus can serve as role models for others from underrepresented racial and ethnic groups.
• No recognition for ADR as a “status” profession. For people in
underrepresented racial and ethnic groups and for members of
immigrant communities, access to high status professions is important as a matter of social and economic progress. For a variety of reasons, ADR does not yet have the recognition of a high
status profession, in particular, because consumers do not respect free services.
• Language and accent (when English is a second language). Even
when members of underrepresented racial and ethnic groups are
proficient in English, if English is their second language, their
lack of native fluency and their accents cause many gatekeepers
and potential clients to pass them by.
• Clients’ prejudice. Continuing racial and ethnic bias results in
regular and humiliating incidents. Gatekeepers and even clients
mistake highly qualified ADR professionals from underrepresented racial and ethnic groups for support staff, suspect
them of incompetence, distrust or openly challenge their qualifications, or otherwise treat them in a degrading fashion.
• General institutional biases that also impact the ADR field. For
ADR opportunities “embedded” in institutions, such as courts
and businesses, any racial and ethnic biases that infect such insti-
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tutions affect ADR “departments” of those institutions, and create barriers to underrepresented racial and ethnic groups’
participation in ADR work for those institutions.
3.

Economic Barriers

Some barriers exist because of the economic organization or lack
of organization in the ADR field as it functions today, and these
barriers make participation in the field particularly hard for people
of color, who already suffer from economic inequality in society.
Perhaps most important of all the barriers that affect underrepresented racial and ethnic groups, is that ADR participation requires accepting entry-level work that is volunteer or low paid, and
even after that offers little access to higher paid opportunities, and
still less access to steady, repeat work. Even though this is true for
all in the field, these economic factors affect those from underrepresented groups much more powerfully, for several reasons: (1)
Family economics do not permit no pay/low pay work; (2) Training
costs require investment with no guarantee of paid work to follow;
(3) Conference costs for networking, which are important, add further up-front, economic investment; and (4) Lack of job stability
or security disadvantages those who require such security because
there is little accumulated wealth to fall back on.
C.

Constraints Perceived by Selected Racial or Ethnic Groups
in Established ADR Roles

Certain barriers are seen in the perceived constraints that affect
people of color who have succeeded in gaining good positions in
the field, and who want to help in increasing access for other “minorities,” but face difficulties in doing so, including the following.59
• Isolation from other selected racial/ethnic groups since they are
often the “only one in the room.” For individuals from underrepresented racial and ethnic groups, the phenomenon of being
the only one in the room from their group—whether at a business meeting, a conference, a workshop, etc.—is a common one,
and this sense of isolation makes it hard to help others “up the
ladder.”
• Difficulty in accommodation and risk taking with respect to other
selected racial or ethnic groups. As an extension of the previous
point, “gatekeepers” who are themselves members of underrepresented racial and ethnic groups, and who make special ef59. See supra note 53 for an account of the data analysis.
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forts to help others from such groups, may fear putting their own
positions at risk due to bias in the institutions in which they
work. They may thus refrain from taking action to bring about
social change and betterment of the “minority” ADR population
as a whole.
• Constraints from choosing only selected members of racial or ethnic groups when hiring. This is a consequence of the previous
two points, and it reduces the chance for those who best understand the barriers to “minority” participation to be of help in
lowering these barriers. Often, as the only one in their workplace, usually as a trailblazer, “minority” gatekeepers cannot risk
being seen as hiring only underrepresented racial and ethnic
groups.
IV.

PRELIMINARY SUGGESTIONS FOR REDUCING BARRIERS
IDENTIFIED IN THE BARRIERS RESEARCH STUDY

It was not part of the agenda of this research project to speculate
on what kinds of measures might be helpful in reducing the barriers identified in the research. Despite this fact, the very method of
research, involving small groups of individuals meeting together to
discuss their perceptions of barriers, inevitably led to discussions
about how to reduce these barriers. As noted above, although the
research team always informed the participants that this was not
the aim of the project, cutting off such discussion was neither possible nor desirable. Therefore, several themes emerged regarding
the participants’ views as to how steps could be taken to overcome
the barriers described above, in general and in particular. Some of
the most prominent suggestions included the following.60
• Network among “ourselves.” The recognition was clear that
there is strength in numbers, both in terms of idea-generation
and in terms of mobilizing for action; the group of participants in
this project saw the potential for creating a network among
themselves that could serve as a core for such a mobilization of
ideas and numbers.
• Network with “others.” Just as the participants saw the potential
for a network among themselves, they saw the need to make deliberate efforts to expand their network with others.
• Step up to the plate. The participants felt that they themselves
could break down barriers and gain access by assuming responsibility for activities that would make them more visible and prom60. See supra note 53 for an account of the data analysis.
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inent in the field. Such activities could include: co-authoring
articles with established colleagues; giving presentations at conferences and workshops; seeking appointments at academic institutions to gain visibility, including positions to administer ADR
clinics, and teach ADR courses.
• Create awareness initiatives to bring attention to the need for diversity among ADR professionals. Professional associations, organizations, and programs should develop additional initiatives
to raise awareness of the need for greater racial and ethnic diversity among the ADR population.
• Establish clear entry or career paths. An effective network of
“minority” ADR professionals could take the lead in establishing and advertising entry points and career paths into ADR
work. Additionally, such a network could play a leadership role
in efforts that would reduce barriers and increase access to the
field for underrepresented racial and ethnic group members.
Such efforts could include: clarifying ADR professions for those
interested in the field; increasing the amount of compensated
ADR work; improving data on the actual amount of compensated ADR work; establishing what constitutes acceptable credentials; proceeding with caution on creation of credentials;
opening access to established networks; increasing access to
compensated rosters; increasing opportunities to be selected as
an ADR professional; and increasing the number of mentors and
role models.
V.

QUESTIONS

FOR

FURTHER RESEARCH

Since all of the above-reported findings are only preliminary, the
research team has not yet fully analyzed, much less digested, those
findings. It is premature to specifically identify further research directions. Nevertheless, some questions that have emerged certainly deserve consideration as possible topics for further inquiry.
Among those questions are:61
• Which of the barriers reported here as “perceived” by members
of underrepresented racial and ethnic groups are “real” and not
just perceived?
• What objective measures and methods can confirm that these
barriers exist?
• What are distinctions in their perception of these barriers among
different underrepresented racial and ethnic groups?
61. See supra note 53 for an account of the data analysis.
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• What are distinctions in their perception of these barriers among
members of a particular underrepresented racial and ethnic
group?
• What projects addressed barriers in the past, and which of the
barriers reported here have they tried to overcome?
• What have been the successes and failures of such projects?
What is their history? What has been their impact? Which barriers have been addressed? What works and why?
• How many practitioners from underrepresented groups are in
the ADR field? What is a specific breakdown, in numbers and
proportions, of different underrepresented groups who do ADR
work?
• How many ADR cases are there? Stated differently, how big is
the ADR “pie”? What portion of that pie represents volunteer
or low-paid work, and what portion represents work paid at professional levels?
• Finally, is the work differentially distributed among different underrepresented groups?
CONCLUSION
This project overcame substantial methodological challenges in
gathering data from a small but important sample of ADR professionals from underrepresented racial and ethnic groups, regarding
their perception of barriers that make it hard for them and others
from their groups to enter, remain, and advance in the ADR field.
A cooperative effort enabled the multi-racial and multi-ethnic research team to overcome significant challenges in designing and
conducting the research that stemmed from the complexity of the
research subject and focus.
The preliminary findings of this research project represent a
unique addition to the store of knowledge about the ADR field.
For the first time, ADR professionals from underrepresented
groups identified the barriers to their full participation in the ADR
field, through a study by a research team composed primarily of
individuals from such groups. The result is a rich and detailed catalogue of perceived barriers. Moreover, it seems quite likely that
many, if not most, of these barriers are not only perceived, but
real.62 These findings underscore a pressing need to further examine barriers affecting underrepresented groups’ participation in
62. Additional research should address the distinction between perceived and real
barriers.
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dispute resolution work. The findings also emphasize the need to
reduce the barriers and open the gates of ADR for full participation by all those who want to take part in the socially important
work of dispute resolution and to enrich the diverse pool of ADR
professionals.
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